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Employing the theoty of media priming, this paper examines the impact of the 
interaction between affect and cognition on peoples' subsequent evaluation of political 
leaders. Psychological research has well documented the infiuence of both positive and 
negative affective state on people's information processing and behaviour Qisu, 1994). People 
in positive affect use more intuitive solutions in solving problems. On the contrary, unhappy 
people are more focused on details, and engage in more thorough reasoning in a decision 
making task OHsu, 1994). In keeping with the findings that affective states influence peoples' 
evaluation, this study address how does affect influence the perception of well-known 
people, US President Bill Clinton. Moreover, the influence of prior exposure to cognitive 
primes on subsequent evaluations will also be examined. 
, h\ psychological literature, affect is the most general phenomenon as compared to 
emotion and mood (Baston, Shaw & Oleson，1992). Affect involves both “valence” ft)ositive 
or negative) and “intensity” (strong or weak). Zajonc (198]) suggests that affect reflects the 
preference of individuals, as it "infomis the organism experiencing it about those states of 
affairs that it values more than others.” 
hi this thesis, affect refers to general positive, neutraK or negative feelings individual 
experience dunng the experimental sessions. Affective primes are affect-)aden materials that 
are mainly used to manipulate subjects' affective state (for example, audio visual scene, 
content, etc.). Affective laden documentaries will be used as affective pnme cues. Bower 
(1981) suggested that negative prime cues are assumed to elicit basic pnmary negative 
emotions, such as, fear, sadness, anger, disgiist. Similarly, positive documentary prime cues 
will elicit basic primary positive emotions，such as, joy and acceptance. ^ 
^Basic primary emotions are : f ear , joy acceptance, surpr i se , 
sadness , d i sgus t , anger and anticipation. Taken from, "A Language 
for Emotions/' by R. Plutchik, Psychology Today. 
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Cognition OvIcLeod, 1986) is defined as "the menlal act or process by which 
knowledge is acquked, includmg perception, mtuition and reasoning." In this thesis’ 
cognitive primes are defined m a narrow sense as semantic materials that are affectively 
neutral. They were used to pnme subjects' knowledge on a particular domam in experimental 
settmgs, and henceforth influence subjects' cognitive processing-subsequent evaluation of 
target objects. News stories are used as cognitive prime cues. Two types of stones are 
selected: crime and US relation with foreign nation. 
There are a lot of studies on affect and cogmtion. Within the discipline of social 
science, psychological researchers study the affect-cognition interface in light of learning and 
unpression formation. For example, Boggiano and Hertel (1991) examines mood effects m 
memory; Bower et al. (1981), assess state-dependent leaming; Isen et al.(1978), explicated 
the impact ofmood on cognitive organization. Communication researchers examme the effect 
of media exposure on peoples' evaluations of political figures. For example, Iyengar and 
Kinder (1990) suggested that media alter the standard people used to evaluate the president. 
When the media is preoccupied with economic news, people will evaluate the president 
performance on the basis of his performance in economic lenms. Taken together，these studies 
represent two distinct research direction: the mfluence of affective states on cognitive 
process, and the influence of pnor exposure to a concept on subsequent evaluation. However, 
what has been done are just fragmented studies. This study bnngs together fragmented 
researches m psycholo©^ and communication and attempts to address the mfluence of affect 
and cognition on evaluation. 
3 
In the following chapters, different theories are used lo account for the 
interaction between affect and cognition on evaluation, (l) Quillian's spreading activation 
model，(2) Bowei^s semantic network theory, (3) Contextualists position. Priming theory 
proposes a spreading activation model for semantic processing (Collins & Loftus’ 1975). 
But this model seems to be inadequate for explaining the global influence of positive and 
negative affect on cognitive processing (Johnson & Tversky’ 1983). 
‘ Bower's and Cohen's semantic network theory (1981) outlines emotional impact on 
cognitive processes. The activation energy of both "emotion and context nodes" combme 
together and make relevant materials more accessible in memory. An alternate viewpoint, the 
contextualist theory, proposes that affect "functions like meanings" and “involves a deeper 
level ofcognitive process" (Bransford, 1979; Brandsford et al., 1977; Jenkins, 1974). Taken 
together, these theones complement each other in the explanation of the relation between 
affect and cognition. 
The following chapters are arranged in the following manners: Chapter 2.1 on 
cognitive priming theoty； Chapter 2.2 on the spreading-activation network model; Chapter 
2.3 on the semantic network theory; Chapter 2.4 on cognitive pnming and the mass media; 





2.1 Cognitive Priming Theory 
Pnmmg denotes that the subsequent evaluation of an othenvise ambiguous stimuli 
will be mfluenced by prior exposure to prime cue. Prime cue can be anything, for example, 
words, concepts, objects, persons. Collms and Loftus (1975) proposed a “Spreadmg-
Activation model for Semantic Processing." For example, when one encounters an unfriendly 
stranger the day before, one is more likely to perceive another stranger that one met as less 
friendly today. In other words, pnmmg refers to anything that one is exposed to that affects 
the people's evaluation of another person, objects, concepts later one. Any items, concepts 
that are activated last for a short time. Most earlier pmmng research used concepts and 
categoty labels as pnnie cues and examined their effects on later evaluation of ambiguous 
target objects. This priming research du*ection is cognitive pnmmg. 
Cognitive pmrnng researchers found that the effect of cognitive prime cues results m 
I both contrast and assnnilation effects, depending on the extremity of the pnme cues and the 
! fermliantyofobjectstobeevdu*dOtor,^emian&Fazio, ]982;megatrn,1993)2 Strack, 
i 
Martm and Schwarz (1988) exammed the effects of asking sab|ects a specific question on 
"life satisfaction" on subjects, overall evaluation of “life sat,sfaction." It was found that 
I when the questions were presented without "conversational context", then assimilation 
i effects occurred (the answer of the general question was similar to that of the specific 
i question). However, when the questions were presented m a "conversational context", 
I c\ assimilation effects were reduced，owmg to the influence of the "conversational rules” 
j (Strack, Martin & Schwarz, 1988)3 
2cogni t ive primes presented in an unobtrus ive ( s u b H m n ^ ) and 
obtrusive (awareness) manners, were either asimilated into 
subsequent evalutuon of target stimuli or used as a standard to 
iudge subsequent objects , result ing in contrast e f f e c t s . 
3According to the author, "conversational rules dictates that 
j communicaLrs should be informative and should avoid r e d u = a n c y n 
I their answers . Therefore , when speci f ic and a general question are 
perceived as belonging to the same conversational context , tne 
It was found that when thc questions were presented without “conversational 
context”，then assimilation cffccLs occurrcd (the answer oflhe gcncral question was similar to 
that of the specific question). However, when thc questions wcrc prcscntcd in a 
"conversational context", assimilation effects were rcduccd, owing to the influcncc of tiie 
"conversational rules" (Strack, Martm & Schwar7, 1988)^ 
^According to the author, "conversational rules dictates that 
communicatiors should be informative and should avoid redundancy in 
their answers . Therefore , when specif ic and a general quest ion are 
perceived as belonging to the same conversational context , the 
information on which the answer to the speci f ic quest ion was based 
on i s disregarded when answerlng the general one". 
The authors proposed “a two-stage^model of concept priming” In the first place, 
"individuals retneve their most accessible applicable concept." Later, individuals "test to see 
if there are situation constraints to the use of this concept in interpreting the target 
information" ^Zubovy, 1978; Martin, 1986; Strack & Martin’ 1987). 
Philppot et al. (1991) examined the relation between the "direction of prmimg 
effects" (assmiilation or contrast) and the “processing stage" (encoding or judgment) 
individuals used the prime cues to evaluate ambiguous target person. Subjects were exposed 
to semantic pnmes ofeither “hostile” or “friendly” people. Results showed that asymmetrical 
effects occurred. Specifically, assimilation effects^ were found when the pnme cue "activated 
trait concept that can be applied to the target." However, contrast effects occurred when the 
concepts pnmed did not match with target objects evaluations. But still the pnmed concepts 
will have an effect: by servmg as a yardstick m evaluating target objects. The author 
., suggested that "complex pnmes, which exemplify a number of d,fferent trait concepts, may 
be more likely to result in contrast effects" (pp. 293-302). 
Furthemiore, Dcegami (1993) found that assimilatton effects occurred in subsequent 
interpretation ofbehavioral information after subjects were exposed to "hostile pnme cues’’ 
(pp 1_15). However, "fnendly sentence completion tasks” served as an anchor for subjects m 
subsequent encodmg of behavioral information 0>p. 1-15). It was suggested that the 
processing of hostile or friendly pnmes cues "evokes subjects' chronic socio-cultural 
expectancy" and that “the socio-cultural evaluative expectancy might underlie the positive-
negative asymmetry ofpnming effects on the impression formation” (pp. 1-1¾-
4 According to Philppot et a l . , assimilation e f fec t s occurredwhen 
theprime cue was applicable to the evaluation of target objects. The 
target objects would be interpreted in line with the pnme cue. 
Lnpression fomiation researches suggested that conccpl priming is rather 
automatic, in the sense that even concepts present beyond subjects' conscious awareness (as 
often been used in "subliminal perception”)，is found to have assimilation effects on subjects' 
evaluation oftarget stimuli (eg., Bargh & Pie^omomco，1982; Higgins & Chaires，1980). 
Bargh et al., (1986) examined the interaction of "chromc accessibility" and 
"subluninal priming"^)p. 869-877). The author used both "long term constructs" and "short 
term constructs" in the expenments. “long term constructs" are “kindness” and "shyness". 
"Short terni constructs" are mduced by sublimina� primmg. It was found that both "long 
temT and "short tenri construct" accessibility interacted with each other and affect subjects' 
impression formation of target objects. There is an "addictive effects” of both “long term" 
and "short temT constructs. "Long term constructs" are found to have an important influence 
on subjects, perception across situations and context". While sublimmal prmung was a 
. "general and pervasive phenomenon； long term construct accessibility was found to have a 
significant influence on the "encodmg of construct-relevant input even when the construct is 
domianrQ)p.869-878). However，other researchers dismissed the view that people were 
passive. They proposed that people "determine the appropriateness" of and had made 
"strategic use ofthe pnmed information" (eg., Martin, 1985; Schwarz & Clore, 1983; Starck, 
Schwarz & Gschneidinger, 1983). 
Higgins, Rholes and Jones (1977) examined the immediate and delayed effect ofboth 
"obtrusive" and “unobtmsive” exposures to trait concepts on subjects' subsequent evaluation 
of the ambiguous target stimulus (p.l41). Results showed that sul^ects' evaluation was 
affected by both "obtrusive” and "unobtrusive" pnmmg only when the trait categones 
activated were applicable for categonzation of the target stimulus. Both “immediate’’ and 
"delayed" effects were examined. In immediate condition, questions were given to subjects 
immediately after prime cues were presented. In the delayed condition, questionnaires were 
given to subjects after two weeks lapse. Results showed that in delayed condition, subjects 
who were exposed to applicable trait concepts later rated the target person in the "same 
evaluative tone as pnme cue.” However,^subjects who were exposed to non applicable 
trait concepts did not follow “the evaluative tone” of the pnme cue in subsequent evaluation 
of the target person (p. 149). Moreover, Higgms (1977) proposed that pnming did not have a 
direct effect on subsequent target objects judgments. Experiments by Srull and Wyer (1980) 
echoed with Higgins (1977) findings. 
They suggested that after a period of delay between the presentation of stmiuli and 
the evaluation of target stimuli, subjects used their “original interpretation" of the prmied 
stunuli in thek evaluation. Subjects did not "reinterpret the information" when evaluatmg 
target objects. 
tonediate and delayed effect of concept pnming on subsequent judgment was toher 
explored by Reyes, Thompson and Bower (1980). They tested the relation between 
availability of mfonmtion and evaluative judgments m a "mock jmy decision.” "Vividness of 
the evidence” and the "favontism ofthe defendant” were found to mfluence su^ects' delayed 
judgment of the defendant (pp. 1-12). It was suggested that after a tvme mterval, people 
forgot sotne information about the defendant and henceforth contnbulmg to bias judgments 
that were biased by diffenng availability of arguments. As expccted, mformation inconsistent 
with the ''defendant's favoritism” was better remembered (pp. 1-1¾. 
Cogmtive pnmmg researchers have found that there is difference of primmg strength 
for positive and negative pnme cue. Dcegami and Kawaguchi (1993) found that positive 
pruning effects were less powerful than negative primmg. The direction of pnmmg effects 
(assmiilation or contrast) was related to the subjects' "consc,ous awareness" when processmg 
the target stunuli ft).3). It was suggested that when subjects were under conscious pnmmg 
condition, more time was allowed for subjects to process the "evaluative aspects" of the 
words that thus evoked subjects' expectation that fnendly trait occurred more frequently than 
hostile trait, contributing to the “Pollyanm hypothesis”（pp. M5). When this “social 
cultural expectancy" was mvoked under conscious pnmmg, this expectancy interfered with 
the mteq^retation of target stimuli. As friendly primes were congruent with the subjects' 
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expectancy, "con"esponding friendly nodes were not activated" (pp. 1-15). Tt was further 
suggested that the asymmetrical effects of positive and negati ve pnmes were attributed to the 
"difference in the activation level; ofthe positive versus negative nodes per se、，(pp. 1-15). 
Similarly, Wyer (1979) found that negative primes were more powerful than positive 
ones in the sense that less pnmmg was required for negative pnnies to activate unfavorable 
trait concepts. M addition, the effects of negative pnmes were shown to be more salient and 
more long lasting, as compared to that of positive primes (Wyer & Smll，1981). Moreover, 
other studies have shown that the "level of conscious awareness” influenced the pattern of 
assimilation effects (eg., Lombardu Higgins & Bargh, 1987; Ikegami & Kawaguchi，1989). It 
was suggested that there was an inverse relationship between "the level of conscious 
awareness" and the intensity of “assimilate effects” (pp. 1-15). The more conscious 
subjects were to primed stimuli, the more likely subjects would process the target 
, infonnation contrasting to the pnme cue. 
]n most primmg researches, cognitive pnmes and target objects belongs to the same 
sensoty mode. For example, pnme cues are first presented to subjects in visual fomi, such as 
words presented on slides. Then, word completion task are given to subjects. Other 
researchers clamied that pnmmg happens within the "same sensory modality”（eg., Clare & 
Morton’ 1983; Jacoby & Dallas, 1981; Scarborough, Gerard & Cortese 1979; Wimmick & 
Daniel, 1970). They suggested that normal subjects did not show “pnmmg across sensoty 
modalities" (visual-verbal). Moreover, data about across modalities pnmmg was viewed as 
"artifacts," "mediated by a subject's tendency to image the wntten version of words while 
listening to a study list of spoken words" (Jacoby & Witherspoon，1982). 
On the contrary, other researchers, such as, Graf (1985) dismissed the notion of 
"modality specific primmg” and suggested that amnesia palients could provide better 
evidence than normal subjects about "across modalities pnmmg” because amnesiac patients 
were less likely to be influenced by "explicit remembering" (pp. 386-396). bi a senes of 
10 
experiment, Graf(1985) found that amnesiac patients displayed both '^ vithin and across 
modalities priming", with category labels as primed cues ft>p. 386-396). 
< 
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2.2 The Spreading-Actlvation Network Model ofPriming Theon^ 
There are different theoretical accounts for the priming theory. Many researchers 
used the spreading activation model of memory network to explain how the evaluation of 
target objects are affected by previous exposure to relevant stimuli. The spreading-activation 
network model proposes that concepts are represented as "nodes" in memory structure, and 
these "memory nodes" can temporarily be "activated" or “primed” Concept nodes are 
connected to each other via "links". Both “nodes” and "links" can be primed. Quillian (1962, 
1967) suggests that there are five different kinds of "links" : (1) "superordinate and 
subordinate lmks", (2) “modifier links", (3) "disjunctive lmks", (4) "conjunctive sets of 
4 
links", and (5) "residual links" (Quillian, 1962, 1967’ 1969). Spreading activation theory 
suggests that activation from the prime cue “first node” initially spread out to other related 
nodes. “Tags，，are attached to each "node" that are activated (Collins & Loftus, 1975). 
Subsequently, when the target object is presented, the activation spread from this “second 
node" to all the other related nodes. An "mtersection" is found when these tags from “second 
node” met with the tags left earlier by "&st node". Whether a given path will be evaluated 
depends on the level ofactivation. Ifthe level of"excitation" reaches beyond the "threshold", 
evaluations will be made after the intersection ^>p.407-427). 
Activation spread from the pmne cue “first node" to all related nodes. “Tags” are 
attached to each nodes that are activated. When the target stmiuli is subsequently presented, 
the “activation energy" from the "second node" will spread to all related nodes. Similarly, 
‘‘activation tags" are left with nodes activated by the target stunuli. This process goes on until 
an "mtersection" between the “fkst node” and "second node" is found (pp. 407-42T;. 
There are several determinants ofpnmmg effects: recency, frequency, and relevance. 
Srull and Wyer (1980) suggested that when there is a delay between the pnme cue and the 
evaluation of ta^et stimuli, other constructs may be activated and intervene with later 
evaluation, and the priming effect will be weakened. The more frequent a construct is used. 
1 2 . 
the higher its “activation level”’ and the more likely that the construct will be used across 
different contexts (eg.，Wyer & SruU，1981) 
Higgins, Rholes and Jones (1977) found that only relevant constructs ofthe prrnied 
information will be activated and affect later judgments. Priming works better for ambiguous 
than for otherwise unambiguous target stunuli (see, Srull & Wyer, 1979). Ambiguity of target 
\ 
stimuli also affects the direction ofpriming. Assimilation occurs when the target stimulus is 
ambiguous, but contrast effect occurs when the target stimulus is unambiguous and well-
known (eg.’ Herr, Sherman & FazkU983). That is’ the extremity ofthe primed stmiulus also 
affects the direction of pnmmg. "Moderately extreme exemplars" of the primed cue wiH be 
assmiilated in subsequent evaluation of target objects, but "extreme exemplars" of primed 
cue will be used as an anchor for subsequent evaluation, resultmg in contrast effects (pp.323-
340). 
Quillian's theory works well m explammg how cognitive pnmes affect evaluation 
(cognitive pranmg). However, hjis theory seems to be madequate to account for the 
mteraction between affect and cogmtion m the memoty network. E the pattern of spreadmg 
activation for affect pnmmg are sunilar to concept pnmmg, then bemg m a good mood 
should made those matenals that have stronger lmks to good mood more accessible m 
memory. Matenals that have weaker lmks to the positive mood are less accessible. However, 
several researchers like Johnson and Tversky (1983) observed that affect has a global 
uifluence on the perception of nsk. Negative affect was found to t n ^ e r the fear of death, 
rangmg from natural hazards to man made disasters, for example, homicide and violent acts 
(pp. 20-31). The author suggested that "people dissociate the affective unpact of the account 
from its content" and ' ^ e influence of affect is at least partially mdependent of semantic 
association" (Zajonc, 1980). 
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2.3 The Semantic Network Theory 
TheJbasic conception of Bower's semantic network theory is similar to Quillian's 
spreading-activation theory. Both theory suggest that the excitation of concepts nodes 
constitutes the thought process. Bower's conception of "associative links" between memory 
nodes is similar to Quillian's theory of “relational links" between nodes. 
]n the spreading activation theory, "semantic similarity" is the major determinant of 
how activation spread from one concept to another. For example, if "green" is the prime cue, 
concepts like "trees" is activated. Activation from "trees" will spread to closely related 
concepts, such as, “grass’’，but not to an instance of fhiit, "cucumber". Similar to the 
spreading activation theory, Bowefs theory suggests that closely related concepts are more 
likely to be triggered off than less related concepts, by virtue of stronger "associative links" 
between them. Affective processing is also sunilar to the process of spreading activation (pp. 
451-473). 
Bower's conception of the concept of “threshold” is similar to that of Quillan's 
theoty. The notion of "spreadmg activation" suggests that "activation energy” reduces as it 
travels further m the memory network (Collins & Loftus,1975). Concepts that are ciosely 
related to the “parent node” are more likely to be tnggered off than that of muelated nodes 
(pp. 407-428). Only when the "level of excitation" reach a certam level (threshold) wUl the 
concepts be activated. Bower et al. (1981), suggests that activation of an “emotion node” w ^ 
create "subthreshold" excitation to relevant concept nodes. The activation energy of “emotion 
node" and the “subthreshold” energy of concept nodes will be added together, and henceforth 
made otherwise less accessible concepts nodes be brought into awareness. 
What makes Bower^s theory different from Quillian's theoty is the concept of 
emotion. The concept of emotion is missing in Quillian's theory. Quillian's theoty takes 
semantic prime or concepts as its major components. On the contrary, in Bower's semantic 
network theoty, concepts and emotion nodes assume equal importance in the activation of 
related concepts. Jn addition, they are tightly connected with each other in the memory 

15 , 
Bower (1981) proposed that emotion affects three types of cognitive processes: (a) 
"Associative processes-in free association and semantic elaboration", ¢0 "&iterpretive 
processes-imaginative stories, ambiguous social scenes，and assessing familiar people", and 
(c) "Salience of mood-congruous material—selective attention to it, priming and perceptual 
pop-out, and selective learning in narratives."^ 
According to Bower (1981), memory is viewed as the an "associative network of 
semantic concepts". Events, concepts and emotion are represented as “nodes” in memory 
structure. When stimulus is presented within or beyond people's awareness, semantic related 
concepts and emotions are activated. “Activation" travels m bilateral fashion between 
concepts and emotion nodes. When a concept is activated, "activation" travels to other 
related concepts and emotion node, through its “associative networks” Excitation of 
emotional node produce "automatic arousal", and related behaviour, which m tum create 
“subthreshold” excitation at related concept nodes. These concept nodes serve as a 
"feedback" to "emotional node” and helps to maintam a particular emotionai state (pp. 129-
148). 
Bower uses the semantic network theory to account for the relation between affect 
and cogmtion, especially addressmg the state-dependent learmng effect. The semantic 
network theory OBower & Cohen, 1981) suggested that the matchmg of states dunng 
encoding and recall facilitate the learmng of mood congruous matenals (see. Bower & 
Cohen, 1981). Durmg leammg, learned matenals are associated with the specific context and 
particular emotion. When people were .put m the same mood as leammg durmg recall 
activation will spread from the specific "context node" and form the particular “emotional 
node" to its “associative nodes"^>p. 129-148). 
5 Taken from Bower , "Mood and Memory," in American 
Psvcholoqist , 36,129-148: 
Table one . Three s e t s of cognit ive process inf luenced b y emotions. 
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Activation from the “context” and "emotion nodes" will be summated and 
hence making relevant material more accessible in memory (pp. 129-148). State dependent 
learning works well with “free recall”，during which "minimal cues" were given. It is 
suggested that when significant cues were given, as in "recognition test", state dependent 
learning effect will be greatly reduced due to interference from the significant cues. 
2.4 Cognitive Priming and the Mass Media 
The conception of media priming theory follows the theoretical account of spreading 
activation theory of semantic processing. The spreading-activation model incorporated the 
idea of accessibility. Accessibility of primed concepts depends on the number of instances 
that are activated, as well as how frequent a given concept is primed (Scrull & Wyer，1980; 
Hi^ins, Rholes & �ones，1975). For example, the concept "garden" are associated with 
words like grass, flowers, and trees, etc. Moreover, mcreased m the number of exposures to a 
given concept will make that concept more accessible m memory. h\ short，the more recent 
and more frequent a concept is activated, the more likely it will come to muid agam than 
otherwise concepts that are not activated (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973; Higgms, Riiodes & 
Jones, 1977; Srull & Wyer, 1979; Higgms & Kmg, 1981; Taylor，1982; Kahneman, Slovic & 
Tversky, 1983). 
Media pnmmg theory suggest that people have a “irnnted cognitive capacity" and 
they cannot attend to all the mfonnation available at one tmie ilyengar & Kinder, 1987). 
People tends to employ "heunstics", or "mental shortcut", when makmg judgments. 
Accessibility is an miportant determmant ofwhether a concept will be evaluated and later be 
used as a basis for judgment (p. 64). The media foucus on certam issues and lunit the 
audience, attention to a certain amount of information. Media priming theory assumes that 
media are the "only source of information" for some issues that people lack “direct 
experience". Jssues emphasized by the media become more accessible to the people's memoty 
(pp. 63-89). 
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The media priorities of reportmg real world event affect audience perception ot 
issue salience. Agenda setting researchers has often found that public perception of issue 
salience trails behmd the media agenda. Subsequently, media reports of political leaders' 
perfonnance on particular issues will affect peoples' evaluation. According to Iyengar and 
Kinder: 
The more attention television pays to a particular problem—the more 
frequently a problem area is pnmed —the more viewers should incorporate 
what they know about that problem into their overall judgment of the 
president...Stones that are implymg that the president is responsible for a 
national problem are more powerful m two respects: they lead viewers to 
greater certamty about his perfonnance on that problem, and they mduce 
viewers to attach greater importance to that perfonnance in evaluating the 
president overall (Iyengar & Kmder, 1987). 
Media pnmmg researchers follow the theoiy of spreadmg activation model of 
semantic processmg and suggest that media change the cntena people used m judgmg 
political figures by sensitizmg audience on a particular topic, for example, crnne and national 
economy Gyengar & Kmder，1987). Media pnmmg use media (for example, news’ 
documentanes, television programs) as prune cues and examme the mfluence of prior 
exposure to these concepts on subsequent evaluation of familiar people, such as, the 
president. Followmg the network model of semantic processing, it is su^ested that mcreased 
in media exposure on a particular topic，say cnme, will triggered off the relevant concept 
nodes in memory (for example, crnne as the parent node, with death and violence as 
associated nodes). 
> 
Follow^g the spread>ng actwatJ'model of sen,ant,c process.ng. M e d . 
p n n , ^ theo:y unpUes that there . an .nve.e r e _ n _ between the acUvat.on levei of a 
^ven concept, say crune, . d . ed . a 鄉 。 狐 The ^ e _ e „ t and 咖《 recent one . 
e ^ s e d to c^e .e la ted stones, . e l o w . - be . e act.a.on level of the _e-re la ted 
c o „ c e p t I t m ^ ^ c n ^ e - r e _ o n c e p t s ^ o „ t h e t o p o f t h e _ d a ™ e s s ’ a n d v e a 
_ e _ i s r e q ^ d t o r e t n e v e ^ s e c o n c e p t s f r o m m e m o r y . ^ u s , ^ t h e n e w s ^ d i a : 
p.eoccup.edw.thcn.e-related.ones.nthen.-up.^ 
c o n c e p t s b e c o m e v e _ c e ^ U e _ g v o t e « , . P e o p l e m a y _ _ w h a t , s c o m e t o ^ ^ 
mmd when evaluat^ the ove.U p e r f o _ c e of . e . d e n . a l c a n d _ s . For example, 
p e o p l e s , p e r c _ n o f h o w w e l l p e ^ X i s d o i ^ . c o m b _ c ^ _ b e p r o _ d _ 
their evaluation of candidates' overall performance. 
I ,eng . P _ and Kmder (1982) had d _ n s _ d expenmentally the pervaswe 
- 一 of t e l e . . o n news p r o ^ ^ s on . e w e . , . was f o ^ d _ v>ewe.^ p e _ e d 
_ _ e o f v ^ _ t ^ H s s u e s _ o s i t _ c o _ t e d w i t h ^ e _ h _ d b y t h e 
„ews program. More ^ e . f i C l y , when the news p � m conta.ed heavy doses of, for 
e _ p K US na.onal defense, . e w e . assigned g r e a t . 冊 _ 鹏 to naUonal defense when 
evaluating President Carter's oven.ll perfom,ance and h>s competence. 
Iyengar and K,nder (1985) found that telev..on news altered public percept.on of the 
™ost u n p o ^ t p.oUe.s 一 the US P e . o n . — 哪 一 to be 肪 - P O - t 
_ b l e . — effect. The more personally relevant the . sue is，the m o . — 
. . . . o n news . ,nfluen.ng p e _ ’ p e r e _ of 似 _ • .sue. P n . e s 触 w e . 
^ ^ d m t h e b e g n ^ � m e ^ t r u e t e d „ e w s p ^ ^ w e r e f � u n d t � b e _ n ^ u e n u a 
_ _ s u ^ ^ ^ e o f ^ b r o a d c _ P . m - n 7 ) . M o _ , p _ e d " c r e d _ " o f 
彻 « o n n e _ k end " — g u m e n t s " played a m e d i a _ role on the i n f l u _ of 
television news on eud.nce perception. T.e .ess v,ewers _ e e d wth what had been 




IyengarandKmder(1987)areamong the chief proponents of media pnmmg 
theory. They exammed the relation between exposure to television news on the evaluation of 
p,esident. Two independent vanables were: different mtensity of pnrmng and different 
degree of presidential responsMiUes. It was found that there was a posiUve relationship 
between the mtensity ofpm^mg effect and the degree ofpresidential responsMities. Strong 
effect ofpnmmg was found when subjects viewed stones that directly - h c a t e d presidenfs 
responsMmes 胁 497-512). Thus, it was found that both the intensity of pnnung and the 
nature ofpnmes mteracted with each other, contnbutmg to the pnmmg effect. 
In addition, Kronsmck and Kmder (1990) exammed the impact ofmedia coverage of 
a dxaxnauc event (adm.mstraUon of covert aid to the Contras) on the standards that people 
used m evaluatmg the performance of President Reagan. It was hypothes�zed that ‘the n,ore 
attention med.a pay to a particular domam-the more the public is pnxned with U—the more 
. cMzenswrnincoxporatewhaUheyknowaboutthatd^mintothe^erall judgmentofthe 
president’, ftx497> Data from the 1986 National Election Study found that pnmmg exerted 
the strongest effect on those aspects of the public opm.on “directly —ica ted by the news 
coverage (aid to the Contras and mvolvement m Central 她 脱 ) ” . 4 9 7 - 5 1 2 ) . PoUUcal 
no.ces were xnore Ukely to be influenced by the med.a pnmes than that of political experts. 
Smulariy, Iyengar and Snnon (1993) exammed the effects of news coverage of 
dTBxnatic events (gulfwar) on the pubHc evaluat.on ofGeorge Bush. It was found t h a t p ^ m g 
alter “the cntena by which political leaders are judged" ^). 368). Data from the 1988’ 1990’ 
end 1991 National ElecUon Studies found that dunng the gulf cnsis’ the public assigned 
more weight on "foreign poUcy assessment" than “econormc assessment" m the overall 
evaluation ofGeorge Bush ^>p.365-383). 
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j Schleuder, McCombs and Wanta (1991) exammed the effect of exposure to 
I political advertismg and television news on knowledge and perception of issue end 
I presidential candidates. It was found that the form of presentation affect viewers' memory, 
j Viewers paid more attention to and recall more visual infonnation presented m the form of 
： political advertismg, than that of information presented m the form of news program. ^ 
addition, it was found that those subjects exposed to stones about presidential candidate, 
Dukakis, obtamed higher knowledge score on Dukakis than those who are not exposed to 
Dukakis pmne. Furthennore, people saw economic stones m the form of news program and 
advertisement were more knowledgeable than those who are not exposed to economic prnne. 
! These results suggested that previous exposure to certam mformation &^residential candidate 
1 and campaign issues) activated "semantically related mfonnation' and produced higher 
I knowledge score on both candidate end campaign mformation . 265-307). The authors 
！ suggested that mfonnation given about presidential candidates and campaign issues m 
television news program actwated related pathways about “the 1988 presidential campaign 
networr, and henceforth activation spread to many of the related nodes Qx292). 
^J • 
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2.5 Links with Emotion 
Priming research goes in two directions: examine the influence of affect on cognitive 
processing on one hand, and examine the effect of pnor exposure to concept prune on 
subsequent evaluation. Affective pnming uses mood as a pnme cue, and exammes affective 
influence on cognitive process: leaming, encoding and retneval, mfomiation processing, 
decision makmg and behavior Osen, 1984). Cognitive pnmmg uses concept (words, 
categories, traits, etc.) as pnme cues. It tests the effect of pnor exposure to cognitive prrnies 
to subsequent evaluations ofboth ambiguous and unambiguous objects. 
Recently, researchers pay increasmg attention to the relationship between affect and 
cognition. Predommant views in psychology regards affect as post cogmtive response, m the 
sense that affect is based on one's cogmtion. For example, Fiske (1986) proposed that 
people's "social cognition" give nse to their “social affect" (affective response is tnggered by 
•‘ one's cogmtive categorization of the stimuli). When we encounter a new person, we will 
categorize him into a given social category’ and this categonzation will activate schemata 
stored m memory. A category label has several attributes. "Affective tags" are attached to 
both the category label and its attributes. Our affect towards the new person will be based on 
to which category he belongs (pp. 168-203). Conventional social psychologists postulate that 
semantic judgments result from evaluation and preference. 
However, alternate perspective suggests that affective response take precedence over � 
cognitive response. Zajonc (1980) proposed that affect and cognition is independent from 
each other. Moreover, affective reactions are "pnmary, basic, inescapable and affective 
reactions need not depend on cognition,,G)p. 151-175). Zajonc's “mere exposure effect’’ 
studies offer evidence for the mdependence of affect from cognition (pp.2]5-2l6). Subjects 
were exposed to novel stmiuli beyond theu* threshold of recognition. Subjects shown 
preference for stmiuli “by vutue of repeated exposure alone" (p.216). Bi fact, Leventhal 
(1982) suggested that emotion is a kmd of "automatic motor activity”，and is "attached more 
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swiftly and perhaps more permanently to sensory and perceptual cognition than to 
abstract cognition" (p.l22). 
In essence, "affect may process more like motor skills than like many other fornis of 
information" (Zajonc, 1980). Feelings may anse before it is fully "mterpreted" or 
"recognized" (PP. 151-175). This view is in contrast to the dominant trend regarding affect as 
the "final event" in the information processing chain: 
I have developed my arguments—that of Freud. The separation of affect and 
cognition, the dominance and primacy of affective reactions, and their ability 
to influence responses when ordmaty perceptual recognition is at chance 
level....A separation between affect and cognition may well have a 
psychological and biological basis. Recall that in contrast with cold 
cognition, affective responses are effortless, inescapable, uxevocable, 
., holistic，more difficult to verbalize, yet easy to communicate and to 
understand (Zajonc, 1980). 
Recently, other researchers pay greater attention to affect, and several others, like 
Abelson et al.(1982) suggest that affective reports serve as a better predictor ofbehavior: 
The view explored here is that affective reports may differ qualitatively from 
the semantic judgments as routinely employed in social-psychological 
research. Li the first place affect may be less filtered. The structure of affective 
reports need not follow the dictates of semantic relationships. Jn the second 
place，affective reports differ from semantic judgments m their ftmction, 
particularly as motivators. Because affective reports reflect motivation more 
directly than semantic judgments, they may surpass semantic judgments in the 
prediction of behavior (Abelson, Kinder, Peters & Fiske, 1982). 
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Although increasing attention has been paid to the relationship between affect 
and cognition recently, few researchers address the issue of the mteraction between affect 
and cognition in light of the priming theory. 
•V 
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Affect and the Mental Network Theory 
When one is put in a happy mood, mood congruent materials are more likely to be 
retrieved and learned. Similarly, Bower (1981) found that negative affect facilitates the recall 
of negative episodic memory, and for some people, results in depression, except that this 
vicious cycle of negative affect is interrupted by conscious thought (deliberately think 
positive to break offthe cycle). When we give up our control over emotion, we are vukierable 
to inherent disposition. Some psychologists, like Moms (1992) suggested that the effect of 
mood on "judgmental bias for self-relevant information that is mood congruent is functional 
because it increases the probability of adaptive responding— bad mood encourages 
conservation by congruently influencing recall of previous relevant outcomes or perceptions 
ofthe current ckcumstances" (pp.256-293). This view is echoed by Cunnmgham's data that 
suggest mood "broadly predisposes toward behavior that either conserve or expends 
> resources" ^>p.256-293). 
Positive and Negative Asymmetry for Affective Priming 
Researchers found asynunetncal effects ofpositive and negative mood. Fiske (1982) 
found that negative mood exerts a greater impact on a subject's impression formation than 
positive mood OBrber, 1991). Erber,s fmdings echoed with that ofFiske (1982). Erber found 
that negative moods exerted a stronger impact on judgment of ambiguous stimuli. Moreover, 
the effects ofnegative mood were more complex than positive moods. Negative moods were 
found not "specific to the negative moods mduced", and that "negative affect attached to 
negative social categories is diffuse，and that all it takes to increase the accessibility of a 
given category is a match m the general feeling tone rather than any specific mood or 
emotion" (pp.480-498). Mood increased the accessibility of affective congruent materials 
and thus influencing subsequent encoding and retneval. Similarly, Fimnan and Berkowitz 
(1990) found similar asymmetrical mood effects on evaluation. They found that negative-
affect subjects who were "repressors" (those repress their feelmgs) and were asked “to state 
•,« 
their opinion quickly" (on evaluating target person) rated the target person extremely 
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negative" ^>p.305-325) ]n contrast, “sensitisers，，(those sensitive to their own 
feelings) rated the target person in a more positive manner. 
It was suggested that awareness of one's negative feelings would induce a "regulatoiy 
process" that helps to reduce the tendency to treat others in a bad manner. This "regulatory 
process" also helped people to improve their negative feelings by thinking positively (Clark 
&feen^ 1982; ken, 1984; Schwarz&Ck)re, 1983). 
Berkowitz and Troccoli (1990) exammed the factors underlymg the asymmetrical 
effects of positive and negative affect on evaluations by replicatmg what Finnman and 
Berkowitz (1989) had done. Berkowitz and Troccoli hypothesized that "negative affect 
sensitizers" would rate the 
target person more positively than those who were not aware of their feelings because 
"negative affect sensitizers" were aware of the "social rules" (Folkes & Sears, 1 9 7 7 ) 6 . 
. Results showed that those negative-affect subjects who were not aware of their negative 
feelings gave the target person the most negative evaluations. But the "negative affect 
sensitizers" had a thorough consideration of the social situation and rated the target stimuli 
more positively (pp.305-325). 
Affect and Memory 
Lang and Pinkleton (1994) adopt the “categoncal and dunensional approaches to 
emotion" when studymg the rnipact of different types of television messages on peoples, 
memoty. Results showed that different emotions (disgust, fear, anger) distinguished 
themselves in the respect of arousal and valence O^ositive and negative). Disgust obtained the 
highest arousal ratmgs, followed by fear, anger and none (pp. 1-22). Anger obtained the most 
negative ratings, followed by fear, disgust and none (pp. 1-22). No significant differences in 
^According to Folkes & Sears (1977) , in Berkowitz and TroccoU, 
"FeeHngs, direction of attention, and e x p r e s s e d evaluations of 
r ^ f W g , r.nqnition and Emotion 4(1990):305-325."Social rules" r e f e r s 
to the fact that "people ought not to be harsh to others in the 
absence of a good justif ication. Many persons realise that they are 
more apt to gain approbatlonlf they are posit ive rather than negat ive 
towards o thers ." 
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memory for the stimuli were found between fear and disgust However，a great and 
significant difference between anger and none was found for story memory. Stones \hai 
elicited greater arousal were rccallcd hcltcr lhan thal o( sloncs with lcss arousal. 
• 
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Similarly, the effect of negative television images on memoiy was exammed 
by Newhagen and Reeves (1992). It was found that compelling negative images "retroactively 
inhibit memory for matenal precedes them", but they “proactively enhance memoty for 
material that follows them" (p.25). It was suggested that people had "increased cognitive 
capacity，，for processing infomiation after compelling message presentation. After a time 
interval of 6 to 7 weeks, subjects had better recall for factual mfonnation for stories without 
compellmg negative miages; while subjects had better recall for images for stories with 
compelling negative messages ^>p.25-41). 
Affect and Learning: State Dependent Encoding and Retrieval 
Boggiano and Hertel (1991) examined mood effects m memoty. Subjects were first 
exposed to a list of positive, negative and neutral words. Later, they were told whether the 
forthcoming task was interestmg or bonng. After the task, subjects were asked to recall the 
. word list. Results confirmed the hypothesis that those subjects who were told that the 
forthcoming task was mteresting "bonuses condition”？ would recall more positive words 
than those who were told that the forthcommg task was bonng "bribes condition"^ (pp.49-
61). 
Weingartner, Miller and Murphy (1977) observed that patients with histones of 
mood disturbances exhibited "state-dependent retneval" of past events. Results showed that 
self-generated events stored in both ''semantic and episodic memoty" could be better recalled 
in a smiilar mood state than in a different mood state 03P- 276-284). Furthennore, different 
encoding and retrieval strategies were used m different mood state. These results echoed with 
an earlier expenment O^emgartner & Murphy in press). "Brain-state-specific context’’ 
• B o n u s e s condition re fer to the s tate when "Reward anticipated in 
the context of a task made to appear highly interes t ing; i t should “ 
cue e v e n more posi t ive feeUngs about the act iv i ty to tbe performed. 
jj^ • ^ L 
8Brii>es condition re fer to the s tate when "Reward provided in the 
context of the same task made to appear uninteres t ing; thus should 
be in tens i fy negat ive feeUngs about the in teres t value of the t a s k . 
Ibid. 
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induced by pharmacological methods suggested that "dissociations of recall when 
retrieval has taken place in a disparate state" Q>p.276-284). 
•V 
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The proposition of different encoding and retneval strategies employed m 
different mood states was supported by other researchers (eg., ben et al. 1982). As compared 
with neutral subjects, subjects m a positive mood performed m a different manner m several 
tasks that were unrelated to neither "affectively tinged matenals nor evaluations" (pp. 18-31). 
Bower (1981) found "state-dependent learning" effect. Subjects had to read a stoty 
with happy and sad characters. Happy subjects identified more with happy characters, and 
remembered more facts about them. Similarly, sad subjects identified more with sad 
characters, and remembered more facts about them. Character with whom the subject 
identified was thought to be the mam character m the story, and more "dramatic imagery’， 
was remembered about him. Subjects recalled more mcidents "whose emotional quality 
matched their own’，0^p.451-473). Mood at encoding stage was found to affect the process 
and leammg of "mood-congruent matenals", resultmg in selectivity of recall later ^)p.451-
473). Selectivity of recall was revealed to be affected by the "enhanced salience" of happy 
matenals, rather than the effect of identification with the stoiy character (ppA5l-473). 
Moreover, a slight mood state dependent retneval effect was found. Recall was slightly better 
when mood at retrieval was the same as at leaming. 
^ a senes of expenments, Bower (1981) found that subjects put in a happy mood 
retneved more pleasant expenences, while those put in an unhappy mood retneved more 
unpleasant expenences 0)p.l29-148). Moreover, subjects' recall of childhood expenences 
was congruent with their affective state. 
Other expenmenters, Madigan et al. (1980) found that happy subjects recall happy 
memones faster than unhappy subjects, while the reverse was true for recall of sad memones 
03p.l29-148). Other expenmenters, Teasdale and Fogarty (1979), examined the relation 
between mood and the accessibility of memones of real life events. It was found that sad 
subjects differed sigmficantly with happy subjects as regards "self-report, speech-rate and 
recall-latency measures" ^)p. 248-257). Depression sigmficantly mcreased the accessibility 
of unpleasant ^^ents. 
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Affect and information processing 
Other researchers have examined the mipact of emotional content in television on 
subjects' physiological and cognitive response. While Anderson et al. (1976, 1985) found 
that "structural features” of television influenced the attention of young children O^ang, 
1990)； Reeves et al. (1985) also found that "structural features” of television (cut and edit) 
increases the attention ofviewers ¢).277). 
Moreover, Reeves et al. (1985) suggested that "structural features" of television 
"influences leaming through the mechanism of "onenting response" ft).277).^ Andei^on and 
Lorch found that children learned better for matenal whose "structural features” increased 
their attention ¢).277). Furthermore, Lang (1990) exammed the effect of "structural features’， 
of television on "onentmg responses" 0^.277).1^ she found that emotional content m 
television elicited greater arousal (increased m heart rate) than did non emotional content. 
Positive affect was associated with "increase in physiological arousal" (p.296). It was 
suggested that even mild emotional manipulation could affect arousal. 
Bohner and Schwarz (1993) examined the effect of mood on the production of 
arguments. It was found that positive affect subjects were more creative than negative affect 
or neutral mood subjects. When proposmg "comiterattitudinal arguments”，the arguments 
produced by the positive affect subjects were rated to be more persuasive by themselves and 
by independent judges than arguments produced by negative affect subjects (pp.696-722). 
^According to the author , "OR" r e f e r s to the "orienting response" 
and "OR i s the mechanism through which phasic attention v a n e s m 
response to the structural f ea tures of television" (Anderson , 
Levin,&Lorch, 1977；Collins, 1981 ；Reeves et a l . , 1985; Rothschi ld, 
Thorson , Hirsch, Goldstein&Reeves, 1983； S i n g e r , 1980) in Lang, 
"Emotional content in TV commercial," Communication Research 
17(1990)*277 
l o k c c o r d i n g t o Lang, "ORs are characterized b y other physiological 
and behavioural responses" . Ibid, , p . 2 7 8 . 
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Isen and Daubman (1984) further explicated the impact of mood on cognitive 
organization. Several experiments revealed that positive affect influenced the way colors and 
words were categorized. Affect was induced by exposing subjects to either positive or 
negative documentaries. Subjects in whom positive affect had been induced grouped "low-
prototypic exemplars of a category as members of the category" as compared to control 
subjects. It was suggested that positive affect provided a “broader cognitive context , 
(increased breath of focus and integration) that enhanced multiple encoding and retrieval" 
(pp. 1206-1217). Li addition, strong arousal associated with a particular mood was found to 
interfere with the effective employment of "complex schemata" in categorizing target stimuli 
(Crockett, 1988). 
Other researchers focused on the effect of mood on stereotyping. Mackie et al. 
(1989) examined the influences of induced mood on "expectancy-based illusory correlations 
about occupational groups" (pp.524-544). 11 Subjects were put in either positive or negative 
‘ mood state (mood valence), and they were asked to estimate how often they have seen the 
trait adjectives ^>ositive or negative) that were paired with the occupation. Results showed 
that higher "illusory correlations" resulted when subject's mood was different from the 
valence of stimulus Q)p. 524-544). 
Mood induction has been shown to affect evaluation of ambiguous stimuli. Jn Lsen 
and Shalker (1980) experiments, subjects were put into either "success" or "failure 
condition” Those subjects in the "success condition" rated subsequent ambiguous slides as 
more positive; while those in the "failure condition" rated the stimuli as less positive in 
comparison with the control groups ^>p. 58-63). The authors also found that good mood 
increased the accessibility of positive materials in memory and influenced their evaluation, 
but people did not tum a blind eye to the stimulus characteristics (pp. 58-63). &i addition, 
l l A n iUusory corrleation denotes bias reultlng from reUance on 
s tereotypes . It impUes that 'any condition that increases one's use of 
preexist ing knowledge s tructures , or decreases one's attention to the 
attrlbnute information, should increase the size of i l lusory 
correlations manifested in subject' judgments.‘ 
广 
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Herr, Sherman and Fazio (1983) found Oiat both the "extremity of the primed stimuli” 
and the “ambiguity ofthe target stimuli,, wcrc important faclon; affecting dilTcrential primmg 
efTccts (Uerr 丨983). 
• 
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Assimilation effects were found when subjects were exposed to "moderate 
prime cues" and then asked to rate ambiguous stimuli later. On the contrary, contrast effects 
were found when subjects were exposed to “extreme pnme cues”，and were later asked to 
evaluate ambiguous or unambiguous stimuli. Relatedness of pnme cues to the target stimuli 
was found to be an important qualification for assimilation effects. 
While most researchers used ambiguous stimulus matenals for priming studies, feen, 
ShaUcer, Clark and Karp (1978) found that affective pnmmg exerted an impact onjudgment 
of familiar items in field settmgs. Mood state becomes "an effective retrieval cue" for 
increasing the accessibility of affective smiilar matenals (pp.l-l 1). People in a good mood 
recalled more positive words than negative mood subjects who were defeated m a computer 
game. Happy people rated familiar target objects more positively than that of control groups. 
Other experiments also exammed the influence ofpositive affect on the perception of 
risk. People in good mood were more conscious of maintaining their happy state and were 
more sensitive to the possibility of loss resulting from risk takmg <Jsen et al.,1982). The 
authors found that the amount of nsk might be a factor affecting positive-affect subject's nsk 
taking (see, Clark & Fiske, 1982). When the perceived risk was “low or ambiguous", 
positive-affect subjects were more likely to take nsk than did controls. However, when the 
perceived nsk was high, positive-affect subjects were less likely to take it. Sunilarly, ben, 
Nygren and Asby (1988) found that positive affect subjects tend to be more "conservative or 
self-protective m situations m which meaningful loss is likely” than control subjects. 
ken et al. (1982) examined the relation between positive affect and the use of 
“mental shortcuts" in problem solving. He hypothesized that subjects m whom positive affect 
had been mducted tend to use "simplified strategies”’ instead of relying on "cognitive taxmg 
strategies" m problem solving. Results confimied this hypothesis. Positive-affect subjects 
were more likely than control subjects to employ “mtmtive strategies" O p^. 246-262). 
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ken et al. (1982) tested this concept by having subjects read a list of 10 "less-
famous" and 9 "more-famous names” ^)p.249-251). It was expected that subjects would base 
their response on the gender of "more-famous names" when asked whether the list contained 
more males or females. Results showed that positive-affect subjects based their decisions on 
recalling fewer names than did control subjects, thus showing that positive-affect subjects 
used a more simplifying heuristic (ben et al. 1982). 
Jn other studies, they investigated how long it took and the type of information used 
by positive-affect subjects m a decision making task 0)p.250-251). Subjects were given a list 
of information and asked to choose a car to purchase. It was found that positive-affect 
subjects "reached a decision significantly faster" than that of control subjects, and ignored 
self-perceived unimportant dmiensions. Control subjects took longer to reach a decision and 
often went back to check the infomiation. Thus happy subjects use "mtmtion hypothesis" 
and fmished the task faster with more confidence, appearing to be more decisive than control 
subjects ¢).251-252). Smiilarly, Hsu (1994) found that positive and negative affect subjects 
differed m thek choice of information processing strategies. Positive affect subjects adopted 
"heunstic strategies" while negative affect subjects engaged in "analytical and thorough 
processing strategies" (pp. 1-19). Political expertise also made a difference in subjects m 
whom negative affect had been inducted. Negative-affect political expertise adopted a more 
analytical strategy in problem solving than that of negative-affect political novices. 
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2.6 Theoretical Model proposed for AfFect-Cognition Relationship 
Affective influence on cognitive process can not be strictly explained in light of the 
spreading activation theory. Johnson and Tversky (1983) observed that affect has a global 
influence on the perception ofrisks. 
However, does emotion function simply like “context”，as suggests in the semantic 
network theory ^^ower’ 1981). An alternative view given by contexualists complements 
Bower's theory m proposing that “affect is both semantic and expenential (episodic), 
functioning like both simple context cues and semantic meanmg simultaneously" (eg., ken & 
Daubman, 1983; Isen et al., 1983) 
The study adopt the contextualist position and propose that affective cues (for 
example, arousal, subjective feelings and related expenence etc.) and cognitive cues 0>lace, 
time，event, people，etc.) representing an mcoming stimulus or event are relatively 
independent, but nonetheless interacts with each other. Bvents are encoded m memoty by an 
unspecified number of cues，which vanes across people. Incommg stimuli contain both 
mtemal and external cues (Figure 1). Memal cues are our biological state，affect, and 
n,atenals accessible m working memory. External cues are the Ume, place, context, and the 
people mteractmg. Memal and extemal cues are dass,f.ed inlo two categones : cognitive 
and affective. Affect is an effective retrieval cue，as suggested by Isen et al. (1978) Moreover, 
contexuahst theo^^ suggests that “affect” functions as “context cues” and "semantic 
meamngs,’ (Bransford. 1979: Brandsford, McCarrell Franks & Nitsch，1977; Jenkins，1974). 
Both affective and cognitive cues compete among themselves for our attention, ]f 
affective cues are stronger than cognitive cues, then affect acts as the primary cue，the parent 
node with semantically similar nodes (cognitive nodes) as associates. This is the basis for 
affective processing O^oute 1: Affect--Cognition). Similarly, if cognitive cues are stronger 
than affective ones, then cognition will be the parent node, with both semantically and 
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Licoming stimuli are processed in a two stage manner. In the first stage, the 
incoming stimulus is compared with stored matenal accessible in workmg memory. This 
comparison process takes place in workmg memory and .s rather automatic. Biological 
predisposition lunits our attention span to process the more salient aspects of mcoming 
stimuli. Both affective and cognitive cues compete for our limited attention span. More 
salient cues will 'pop out' and will subsequently cue other associative matenals m long terni 
memory. Salient cues are either those whichare novel or familiar to the workmg memory. 
The greater the difference between incommg stimul i and material stored, either in the 
sense of intensity or presentation, the more likely it will be mcorporated mto people's 
existmg knowledge structure. For example, increased exposure to mformation contrastmg 
with existing stereotypic image will result m reeval—on of the target person, henceforth 
changing the knowledge structure. Affect and preconception orientate individuals to focus 
their attention on selected mfomiation-which vastly reduce the amount of mformation they 
need to attend when evaluatmg people. 
fe the second stage, more salient cues will cue associated materials in memoty. If 
affective cues are predommant, then associative materials wi11 conUun highly affective tone. 
For example, fear may tngger a list of fear related expenence, like fear of isolation，loss of a 
job, accidents, illness, death. 
Figure 2 Spreading Activation Model of Semantic Processing 
# 
K _ 
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Semantic processing and affective processing are different from each other. 
Affect tends to have a more global influence while cognition has a more local effect. Primary 
emotions are limited to eight types: joy, acceptance, fear, surpnse, sadness, disgust, anger 
and anticipation ^ower, 1981). But there is an unlimited number of constructs. Thus, 
semantic network is assmned to be more detailed and complicated than affective network. 
Each affective state (e.g., fear) is associated with a greater number of affective tone constructs 
(fear related experiences) than that of a single construct (e.g., fire). Semantic processing is 
supposed to follow the model predicted by the spreading activation theory. Concepts that are 
similar to the “first node，，will more likely be activated than that of more distant concepts. 
One example of semantic processing is deliberate acquisition of information, like 
studying. One often relies on semantic strategies for facilitating encoding and subsequent 
retrieval of learned mformation. Processing by similanty is one of the semantic strategies. 
For example, organizing new information and stored information in a hierarchical manner. 
During retrieval, one's attempt to use the same semantic strategy during encoding to achieve 
•perfect recall'. This example illustrates that semantic encoding strategies are more effective 
retrieval cues than either context or affect in deliberate learning tasks. 
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Application of the Model to the Study 
There are two independent variables in the study : affective pnme cues and cognitive 
prime cues. Evaluations ofPresident Clinton is the dependent variable. 
For positive affect-pnme cues, “Crayon Sichuan； a popular Japanese cartoon shown 
in Hong Kong are chosen to elicit positive affect of the subjects in the expenment. There are 
several cues in "Crayon Sichuan": childhood image, the hypocrisy of adult world, the 
innocence of childhood, family Hfe. These "external cues” carry positive connotation and 
evoke positive feelmgs ofthe subjects. These cues are expected to activate positive childhood 
memones, and thus makmg people happy. Moreover, excerpts from the ^'American Fumiest 
Movies" are selected to elicit positive feelmgs. 
xr:r— . Prnposed Concep^- — ^ - ^ - ^ with Positive-affert Media Prime ： “Crayon 
a , h ^ n ” — - V i � i t i n g t h e P n “ , Am.ric.nFunniestmoy1ps m n r _ a n d Cute babies 
Childhood experience 
/ 1 \ 
Z ( Salient Positive Extemal Cucs ) 
Adultworld FamilyUfe 8 广 " \ / 1 I [ I 1\ 
/ (Positive concepts are taggered along t^e assoc.ative pethways m ti^e Long t ^ 扭讚动 




1 As regards negalivc-affecl pnmc cucs, segments taken from “Ilong Kong 
Tonight", broadcasted at prime timc ATV are sclcctcd Film excepts camcd stones which 
elicit negative emotions. A story about a tragic manslaughter lakcn place m Ta. Po. A woman 
was brutally murdered and her body was dismembered ami lhmwn lo a nvcr Another story 
was about a fund raising campaigns for lhe death of a taxi dnvcr. who dicd of cancer and lefi 
behind young kids Thc last story was about a sick young wc>man Shc su(Tcred from a rare 
hereditary disorder, which niade her partially paraly/.cd from thc wa.st down. All thrcc stories 














F|gure 4. Concepts associated with Negat ive-affectMedia Prime ;. 
Manslaughter, Death of a Taxi T^-iwr ^nd Sick Woman 
Death 
z\ 
(Salient Negative External Affective cues ) 
Tii Disaster niness , \ 
l\ /w 
(Affective processmg: negative concepts are tnggered along the associated path ) 
/ \ / 1 \ 
/ A . . ^ Accident M,n"der Naturalhazard 
. Chronic Temporary 
/ 1 / i “ — — Disabling Non-disabling Bacterial infections V.ral.nfect,on ^ar Plane � ^ ^ 
/ X 、 V = = = : i > J v i ^ ^ ^ < T , ohocir^ � D i s f r e s s Ix)w in self-esteem 
Pain Sorrow Lonely >^hock 
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There are two types of cognitive media prime cues: crime-related stones in 
US and US relation with foreign nation are selected. Several US crime stones are selected 
and Clinton is not implicated in the news stones. For example, Miami Airport tighten its 
security following bombers' wammg; a holdup of deaf and mirab children; a train is derailed 
because the railway is destroyed by gangs; stones about Unabomber. Cognitive media pnme 
about crime stories will activate relevant concepts as predicted by the spreading-activation 
theoty ofsemantic processing proposed by Qmllian Figure 5 presents concepts that might be 
activated after watching crime related stories. 
• ^ 
As regards news about foreign affairs, Clinton is directly implicated in the stones. 丨 
For example, Clmton persuades Americans that the US should play a leading role in world | 
affairs, supporting Clmton's move to dispatch troops to Bosnia Moreover，Clinton reach an 
agreement with Yeltsin on the dispatch of ground troops to Bosnia. US-Korea military drill ' 
)i 
and Smo-US stones are also included. US reaffimied its "One-China Policy” and ‘ 
I 
commentary on Clinton and Jiang Zemin foreign relation policy. Cognitive media pnme ‘ 
I 
about foreign relation will activate associated concepts as predicted by the spreading-
activation model. Figure 6 presents the concepts that might be activated by foreign relation 
stories. 
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Fi^ure 5. Concepts associated with Cognitive Media Prime Crime related stories 
Terrorist bombing 
Z 1 \ 
Violent acts Death ^ t a g o n 
/ 1 \ / \ / 1 \ 
homicide robbLy masskilling lossofloveones drasticchangeinHfe Clinton fe<kralpohcy pohce 
Fiy^ure 6. Concept, ^ociated with rnpnitive Media Prime : Foreign Relation stories 
US relation with other countries 
^ \ 
^ , Pentagon 
International corp \ 
I \ / \ 





3.1 Research question 
Psychological researches have well documented the mfluence of affect on cognition 
and prior exposure to concepts on subsequent evaluation of target stimuli. However, 
relatively little emphasis has focused on the conjoint mfluence of cognitive and affective 
prunes on evaluation. Taken together, these researches showed that both positive and 
negative affect can have a global influence on peoples' perception and memory. Positive 
affect seives as an effective retrieval cue and makes positive matenals more accessible in 
memory. Similarly, negative affect makes negative matenals more accessible m memory Qsm 
etal., 1978; ken&Daubman, 1983, 1984; Isen&Mejms, 1991) 
What this thesis examines is different from what has been done in psychological 
research. Firstly, both affective and cognitive pnmes are treated as the independent vanables, 
and their influences on target objects' evaluation would be exammed m detail. This is 
contrary to predominant pnming researches that test affective and cognitive pnme cues 
separately. Although increasing attention has been paid to the mteracUon between affect and 
cognition m psychological research, the focus of this research is a bH different. For example, 
the relationship between affect and cognition has been studied extensively by Bower et al. 
(1981) in light ofstate dependent encoding and retrieval and state dependent leammg. Other 
researchers like Isen et al. (1991) examme the influence of affect on nsk takmg, decision 
making and pro social behavior. 
？ I 
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This thesis examines the relation between affect and cognition trom a 
different angle as follows, 
(Affect'evabiation) Affective influence on the approval ratings of, and feelings towards 
political persons. 
(Cognitive prime'evabiation) The prior exposure to applicable concepts on subsequent 
evaluation of familiar target objects. 
Secondly, the technique this research employed is different from most priming 
research in psychology that often employs hypnosis, velten and imagery technique as devices 
for mood manipulation (Ucros, 1989). ^ the present research, media primes (documentaries 
and evenmg news) are used as affective pnme cues to manipulate subjects' affective response 
on one hand, and are used as cognitive prrnie cues which affects subjects' evaluation on 
familiar target objects. Similarly, m other academic disciplmes, such as m communication, 
pnmmg research often employ media prnnes, and theu: mfluences on audience perception are 
exammed m both expenmental and real world settmgs (survey research). 
As regards the target objects evaluations, US President Clmton is chosen as the 
choice for evaluation. There are several reasons. Firstly, researches have well documented 
that pnmmg exerted a greater effect for the evaluations of ambiguous than that of familiar 
target objects. In keepmg with the research fmdmgs, Clmton is chosen because people m 
Hong Kong are not very familiar with hmi. People m Hong Kong leam about Clmton mamly 
from the mass media. 
參 
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Most people in Hong Kong pay much more attention to local issues, and they 
just have a bnef idea on international issues, for example, the civil war in the former 
Yugoslavia, fe this sense, local issues are more obtrusive and receive more attention from the 
local community. Tn the same vein, intemalional issues become unobtrusive to most Hong 
Kong people. 
As people lacks direct experience from what's happening m the inlcmational arena, 
they are heavily reliant on the mass media for international news Thus，people in Hong Kong 
are susceptible to the influence of lhe mass media in forming their opinions of intemalional 
issues. Experiments proved that prior exposure to mcdia coverage of a particular domam, for 
example, the economy, altered lhe standard people uscd whcn evaluating the president. In 
short, it is expected that exposure to cogn,t,ve media pnmcs would affect lhe evaluation of 




Affect and Feelings Towards Clinton (Affect manipulation, positive and negative 
feelings towards Clinton) 
H 1 : Subjects m the positive affect pnme groups will feel more elated than those who are 
exposed to negative affect prime cues. 
H 2 : Subjects who are exposed to negative affect pnme cues will feel more negatively 
towards Clinton than subjects in other treatment conditions. 
H 2a : Subjects who are exposed to cnme pnme cues will feel more negatively towards 
Clinton than subjects in other groups. 
H 3 : Subjects who are exposed to positive affect pnme cues will feel more positively 
towards Clinton than others who are not exposed to positive affect pnme cues. 
H 3a : Subjects who are exposed to foreign relation prime cues will feel more positively 
towards Clinton than others who are not exposed to foreign relation pnme cues. 
Research by Isen et al. (1978) have shown that subjects in whom positive affect has 
been induced have “a positive bias”，and made more poshive judgments on household 
products they own, such as Uke television set. Thus，it is predicted that affect will make a 
difference m the evaluation ofwell-known politicians. Bower et al. (1981), has shown that 
happy people retneved more pleasant materials from memoty than that of sad people. 
Positive affect seemed to encourage happy subjects to take moderate level of nsk (nsk that 
wouldn't harm theo" mood). Other studies by lsen and Daubman (1984) have shown that 
positive affect provides a broader cognitive context for people to categonze "low prototypic 
exemplars" as members of a category. Moreover, Isen and Shalker (1982) found that mood 
affect subjects' interpretation ofpositive, negative and ncvitral slides. 
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Agenda Setting and Knowledge Priming ^Ranking of foreign relation, crime issue, 
and knowledge of Clinton) 
H 4 : Subjects who are exposed to foreign relation pnme cues will perceive foreign relation 
as the more important issue facmg US than others who are not exposed lo foreign relation 
prime cues. 
H 5 : Subjects who are exposed to cnme pnme cues will perceive law and order issue as the 
more important issue facing US than others who are not exposed to cnme pnme cues. 
H 6 : Subjects who are exposed to cognitive prime cues (news stones about foreign relation 
and cnme issue) will be more knowledgeable about Clrnton than those who are not exposed 
to cognitive prime cues. 
Iyengar et al. (1984) found that the more subjects were exposed to media pnmes, the 
more likely subjects would use that information in their evaluations of the president. A senes 
. of expenments also proves that there is a direct relationship between coverage and prmiing. 
^creased news exposure results m a greater degree of pnmmg (eg., Iyengar & Kmder, 1987). 
Pnming affect is strengthened when media pnnies directly implicated presidential 
responsibility. But when presidential responsibility is removed from media primes’ pmmng 
effect is reduced. 
Pruning works well when there is not enough information about the target person. It 
is expected that prrnimg will work well since experimental subjects expressed that they did 
not know much about Clinton. 
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Approval of Clinton and Evaluation of CUnton,s Particular Issue Performance 
(Fighting crime and handling foreign relation) 
H7 : Subjects who are exposed to positive affect pnme cues will assign higher overall 
perfontiance ratings to Clmton than others who are not exposed to positive affect prime cues. 
H 7a : Subjects exposed to foreign relation pnme will assign higher overall performance 
rating to Clinton than that of those exposed to crune pmne cue. 
H 8: Subjects who are exposed to foreign relation pnme cues will feel more satisfied with 
Clmton,s dealing with foreign nations than subjects who are not exposed to foreign relation 
pnme cues. The nature of news stones has an impact on subjects' evaluation of Clmton. 
Subjects who are exposed to foreign relation pnme, which cames a positive connotation 
about Clinton's, will evaluate Clinton's performance of handlmg foreign nation more 
positively than subjects exposed to crime prnne. Foreign relation stones mclude the 
agreement made between Yeltsm and Clinton on dispatching ground troops to Bosnia, which 
portrays Clmton as a peacemaker remforcmg regional peace in the eyes of the Hong Kong 
people. Moreover, Clinton's teievised public speech, urging Amencans to take up leadmg 
role m ^ n t a m i n g peace m Bosma, portray the President as an mtemational corp. Moreover, 
the stoiy aboul U S - C h ^ relation cany the idea that Clmton is promotmg fnendship with his 
counterparts in China. 
H 9 : Subjects who are exposed lo cnme pnme will feel less satisfied at Clmton's 
performance m fightmg US cnme than others who are not exposed to cnme pnme. 
S,nvilarly, since the cnme stones poTlrayed US m a negative manner (rampant cnme 
— a dangerous place to live m)’ these stones may have an impact on subjects' evaluation of 
how well Clmton is fightmg cnme m the US，although Clmton is not directly nnplicated m 
the crime stones. 
•( 
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H10 : Subjects who are exposed to foreign relation stories will assign greater we i^ t to 
I j 
I US relation with other countries when evaIauting the overall performance of Clinton. 
HlOa : Subjects who are exposed to crime stories will assign greater weight to law and order 
I issue when evaluating the overall performance of Clinton. 
As Iyengar and Kinder suggested, overall evaluation of presidential performance is 
i often '^he weighted average" of presidential performance in various issue domain. Thus, 
subjects' rating of presidential performance of particular issues should correlate with subjects' 
overall rating of Clinton. 
Competence and iitegrity Perception of Clinton 
H 11 : Subjects in the positive affect prime groups will perceive that Clinton is more 
competent than those who are exposed to negative affect prime cues. 
H 11a : Subjects in the positive affect prime groups will perceive Clinton as a person of 
integrity than will those who are exposed to negative affect prime cues. 
As indicated earlier, subjects in positive affect state will have a positive bias towards 
target object Similarly, depressed subjects will evaluate ambiguous target object in a 
negative manner. This evaluation bias not only affect subjects' feelings towards, but also 
evaluation of, target person. M keeping with these assumptions, happy subjects will perceive 





3.3 Dependent and Lidependent measures 
： foimediately after the experiment, subjects are asked to complete a questionnaire 
i immediately which included the following questions: (1) Affect manipulation check, (2) 
j 
Positive and negative feelings towards Clinton, (3) Issue salience, (4) Overall job 
！ performance, (5) Competence and integrity perception of Clmton. Other questions including 
assessing subjects knowledge of President Clmton are also included. The effect of affect and 
cognition on these dependent measures will be evaluated by using Multivanate Analysis of 
Variances QVLWOVA) and correlation. 
Affect manipulation check 
To delineate the effect of affective primes on subjects' mood, a pilot test was 
conducted to assure the effectiveness of affective pnmes. Subjects wnte down how they feel 
about the affect-laden documentanes, and rate their feelings on a 7-pomt bipolar scale. These 
diniensions of affect are used to assess subjects' feelmgs: H a p p y - S a d , Pleased-Disgusted, 
O p t i m i s t i c - P e s s m i i s t i c . l 2 Only matenals that elicit strong positive and negative affect will be 
used in the experiment The following table presents the effectiveness of affect manipulation. 
Means scores and item-total correlation are computed. • 
Table 1. Reliability analysis; ofthree dimensions of affect manipula|ton 
Affect item ~ Mean" Standard Deviation Corrected 
Item-total 
correlation 
^^^^_^^_^_^^^^ ,^^^ , , ^____^_^ . . I I I I • — ‘ I I • — I I I 
HappyorSad 4.0 L i _ ^ 
PleasedorDisgusted 4.2 L? — 
Optimistic or 4.0 11 -66 
Pcssunistic I 
Note • Affect items are bipolar paired adjectives, with scale fronTTto 7. 1 means most 
positive, 7 means most negative. Mean score of affect manipulation (n = 259) 
12Three indexes that are used to check the e f fec t iveness of affect 
manipulation are chosen with referencess to the e ightpr imary 
e ^ n o n s proposed b y R. PlutcWk' "A language for the Emotions/' 
Pgyrholav Today (1980):75. 
• 
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Table 1 showed that three items of affect were highly correlated (Happysad : 
.77, Please-Disgust = .75，Optimistic-Pessimistic 二 .66> Alpha equals to .85. These three 
items were then grouped into one single variable for MANOVA analysis. 
Positive and negative feelings towards Clinton 
This study assesses both positive and negative feelmgs towards US President 
Clintion by askmg respondents to rate Clmton on a 7-pomt scale on both positive and 
negative affective dimensions. Positive dimensions include: sympathetic, happy. Negative 
dimensions mclude: afraid, angry, disgusted and uneasy.l3 Usmg this measure can g^uge 
� 
subjects' feelings towards President Clinton. ！ 
阮 the expenment, subjects are given only one set of questionnaire after the || 
expemnental session m order to blind them on the real purpose of the expemnent. Mam j 
effects ofboth posiUve and negative affecUve pnme _ on subjects' subsequent evaluation 丨 
of Clmton P V ) can be ascertained by comparmg subjects who are exposed to affect prime i 
•‘ 丨！ . fl 









13 Posit ive and n e g a t ^ indexes towards CUnton are u s = v ^ : 
r^ Tr^no tn thGeiaht primary emotions proposed by R. Plutchik, A re ference to t ^ e e i | = 5 J ) n = d " y ^ ^ ^ (1980):75 . Moreover, 
language for the , i : = G n i ' n c S ^ S ^ i ^ i ^ k e showed that afraid , 
S T "sg"^^^^^^^ sad , uneasy fell i = the same 
^ j l S ^ 二 一 
二 a n , @ : = c = a n t i c components in poUtic^ person 
= ( i o n T S i n ^ L P i _ M n ^ ^ M i ^ ^ ^ i ^ L ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ 
(1982 ) :42 (4 ) , pp .619-630 . 
61 
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I Table 2 presents factor analysis of subjects' feelings towards Clinton. Table 3 
j -
I shows reliability analysis of subjects' feelings towards Clinton . 
！ Table 2. Positive and negative feelings towards Clinton: F g g j g L g B 2 S ^ ^ S _ _ _ ^ 
j — Factorl Factor 2 
！ 'i ",^ _^ _^ _^ _^_^ _--^ -^ ^^ ---
i „ -1 I , I I • j I 
'i 
Negative feelings 
Feel disgust towards Clinton QDisgust) • 79 
Feel angry towards Clinton (Angry) -70 
Feel uneasy towards Clinton ^Jneasy) 70 
Feel afraid towards Clinton (Afraid) 50 
Positive feelings 了 了 
72 
Feel happy towards Clinton O^appy) 
Feel sympathetic towards Clinton (Sympathy) 
Note: Varimax rotation. 
Factor analysis showed that sDC vanables of feelmgs towards Clmton could be 
grouped mto two distinct vanables, positive and negative dimension. Positive feelmgs 
towards Clmton mclude vanable of Happy and Sympathy. Negative feelmgs towards Clmton 
encompassed four vanables: Disgust, Angry, Uneasy and Afraid. To check the reliabiHty of 
positive and negative index, reliability analysis was performed. 
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Table 3. Positive and negative feelings towards Clinton: Reliability ana y s i s _ 
一 r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Corrected Item 
Variable Mean Standard Total Alpha 
Deviation Correlation _ _ 
A&md 1.1 -24 24 
Angty 1.6 .56 .41 -61 
Disgust 1.4 -55 55 
Uneasy 1-3 . ^ - ^ — 
Angry l-6 .56 .40 
Disgust 1.4 .55 .56 .63 
Uneasy 0 ^Z __._~'^ 
Happy 1-7 .53 二 ““ 
Sympathy 1.4 .55 .22 —— 
Note - Positive and negative indexes with scale from 1 to 3. For negative indexes, the higher 
the score, the more negative towards Clmton it is. On the c_rary, the reverse is true tor 
positive indexes. 
‘ As regards negative feelmgs towards Clmton, reliability analysis revealed that 
correlation between indexes increased (alpha level changed from .61 to .63), when the 
vanable Afraid was taken out from the equation. For the final analysis, negative feelmgs 
towards Clmton include only three variables. Angry, Disgust and Uneasy. Item-total 
correlation for the three vanables were: .40 for Angry, .56 for Disgust, and .37 for Uneasy. 
Two vanables, Happy and Sympathy were averaged and grouped mto a single vanable to 
represent positive feelmgs towards Clmton. The correlation for Happy and Sympathy was a 
bit low (.22), yet both vanables fall mto the same group under factor analysis. 
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lLssue Salience 
Issue salience of national issues is assessed by asking subjects to rank order the 
importance ofthe following five issues: Economy, foreign relations, medical and health care, 
law and order, and education. ^  4 Two issues are highlighted for analysis: Foreign relation and 
Crime (cognitive primes). Mam effects of cognitive pnmes are assessed by companng the 
ranks assigned by those exposed to cognitive pnmes with that of other groups who are not 
exposed to cognitive pnmes. It is expected that law and order stones will be perceived as 
more salient issues facing the US among those who are exposed to law and order stones. . 
Similarly, US relation with other countnes will be perceived as more important issue facing 
US for subjects exposed to foreign relation pnmes. &i accordance with the primmg 
hypothesis, significant difference would show up in MANOVA. , 
Perception of Clinton's overall performance 
» 
Accordmg to Iyengar et al. (1984)，perception of the overall performance of a , 
president is just the "weighted average" of the president's performance in an army of national | 
issues. Thus, inducmg people to focus on one ofthe problems, for example, cnme issues and 丨 
foreign relation issues, would undoubtedly increase the "relative importance” people attach 
to it when evaluatmg the president's overall perfomiance. Li this study, the "feelmg 
thennometer" question is used to assess the perception of President Clmtion's ovemll 
perfomiance. The "feelmg thermometer" question ask the subjects to rate President Clinton 
on a 0 to 100-degree scale. Higher ratmgs indicate greater approval of Clinton's job 
performances. This question has frequently been used m the National Election Survey (NES) 
in assessing public feelings towards the president. 
14nuest ions about ranking i s sue importance to tes t agenda set t ing 
o h d S e n L are common in communication research. Sub]ects were 
S k T t T r a t e the importance of various i s sues facing their c o u n t n e s 
after exposure to news stories . 
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Jn line with past pnmmg researches, it is expected that subjects who are exposed to 
foreign relation stones will assign greater weight to foreign relation issue when assessing the 
overall performance of President Clmton than that of those who are not exposed to foreign 
relation stones. As suggested by Krommck and Kmder (1990), “the more attention media 
pay to a particular domam-the more the public is pnmed with it-the more citizens will 
mcoiporate what they know about that domam into their overall judgment of the 
president"^>.497). 
To examme the mam effects of affective pnme 0V1) on the perception of Clmton's 1 
overall performance, groups who are exposed to affective pnme cues would be compared with i ； 
affect-absent groups usmg MANOVA Moreover, the mam effects of cognitive prmie 0V2) :i 
on Clmton's perception are revealed by comparmg groups which are exposed to cogmtive ； 
prune cues with cogmtion-absent groups, fe addition, regression analysis will be used to see ；| 
if the overall performance ratmgs of Clmton is dependent upon Clmton,s particular issue : 
perfomiance, for example, foreign relation and law and order issue. 
f 
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Competence and integrity perception of Clinton 
Competence perception of President Clinton's issue performance is assessed by 
asking the subjects to rate President Clmton along competence and mtegrity dimensions on a 
scale from 1 to 7 (1 : strongly disapprove, 7 二 strongly —rove). There are several 
components ofcompetence: intelligent, strong, knowledgeable, dignily, good politician. The 
^tegnty vanable is composed of honesty, reliability and mtegnty.l5 Affect states influence 
perception of competence and integrity, especially when not enough mfonmtion of the target 
person is available for peoples' evaluation. These terms has been used by the Center for 
Political Studies m America to assess Amencan voters' evaluation of the presidential 
candidates, like Clmton and Carter (Iyengar & Kmder’ 1987). 
•^ 
15 i n d e x e s about compentence and integri ty perception of ^ ^ ^ o n ^ 
c h o ? ^ ? ^ t h r e f e r e n c e from the l i s t s of codes from National Electaon 
3 ^ o = n v^^" pxrprDted from MiUer, A . H . , Wattenberg, M.P. and 
: Y = s ( f l ^ ,Scher^=c assessmen'ts of presidential candidates ," 
= e = f ^ t i L a i = n c e Review (1980) :80(2) , pp . 521-540 
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It is expected that competence perception of issue performance, such as, 
handling crime issue, should vary with Clinton's leadership ratings in a positive manner. Jn 
addition, ovemll performance ratings ^)V1) will correlate positively with leadership ratings. 
]n addition, direct positive relationship is expected between subjects' feelings competence 
and leadership ratings. MANOVA will be used to examine the relationship between subjects' 
affect and perception of Clinton. Table 4 shows factor analysis and table five shows 
reliability analysis of competence and integrity. 
Tabie 4. Perception ofPresident Clinton: Competence and Integrity dimension 




i Strong 81 
I Knowledgeable 80 
I Dignity 60 
I ； Good Politician 57 
fespire 52 
！ 





Note : Varimax rotation. Decimal points corrected to 2 digits. Factor loading greater than or 
equal to .4 are included. 
Factor analysis revealed that nine variables measuring perception of Clinton could be 
grouped into two factor: Competence factor (intelligent, strong, knowledgeable, dignity, 
good politician, and inspire) and Megrity factor Oionest, integnty and reliable). For fmal 





1 Table 5. Competence factor and Integrity factor: ReIiabHity analysis 
j Item Mean Standard Corrected 
Deviation item-total Alpha 
I correlation 
Competence 
I Lispire 4.2 .91 .39 -B0 
Melligent 4.7 .98 65 
Dignity 4.3 1.1 .30 
Strong 4.4 1.1 .48 
Knowledgeable 4.8 1.0 .45 
Good politician 4.4 .92 ‘ -24 
hitegrity 
Honest 3.5 1.1 .68 .87 
Megral 3.8 1.1 .75 
Reliable 3.7 1.1 .70 
- 一 一 - . 一 」 
Note : Scale from 1 to 7. 1 means most positive, 7 means most negative 
Table 5 showed that three items of mtegrity factor were highly correlated ^ionest 二 
.70, Megrity = .75，Reliable 二 .70). Alpha equals to .87. These three items were then 
^ grouped into one single vanable for analysis. The correlation of separate items m competence 
factor had a much wider vanation. Item-total correlation ranges from the lowest, .24 to the 
highest, .65. These six separate items were grouped under the new vanable, "Megnty factor” 
for the fmal analysis. 
Main and biteractive effects of affective and cognitive prime 
Main effects are assessed by comparmg margmal means (column / row) of respective 
mdependent variable (Affect W1, Cognition IV2). Differences m margmal means indicate 
main effects，or more specifically’ general effects of independent variables. 
Meractive effects are revealed by comparing cell means. If the relationship between 
news pnme and evaluation of Clinton changes at different levels of affective treatment 
conditions, mteractive effects are present. It is expected that mteractive effects will be 
stronger than mam effects on subsequent evaluations of ff)Vl) and feelmgs towards Clmton 
pV2) . In addition, both positive and negative affective pnme cues are predicted to exert 
diffetential effects on evaluations of and feelings towards Clmton. 
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3.4 Experimental materials 
Positive affect 
A funny Japanese cartoon called “Crayon Sichun" was used to elicit positive affect. 
It describes a five-year-old boy. Crayon Sichun, saying stupid thmgs and made everybody 
around him felt annoyed, ln the eyes of Crayon Sichun, adults often try to cover up their own 
feelings towards others and maintain their pride. Crayon Sichun, by virtue of his innocence, 
often tells the truth that others don't want to know. 
Jn addition to the Japanese cartoon, "Amencan Funniest Videos" were included. 
h« 





An infotamment called "Hong Kong Today", broadcasted in prime time on ATV 
I 
Home, a Chinese language channel. Three stones were taken this program to elicit negative ‘ 
1 
affect (angry, disgust, and sad feelings). The pnme cues contained the account of the family 丨 
members of a victim who was brutally killed and then dismembered. Moreover, the stoty of a 丨 
sick young woman who was suffering from a rare illness. Furthermore, a touching story about 
a fund-raismg campaign for a taxi dnver, died of cancer and left behind young kids, was told. ) 
It is assumed that affective laden materials will be able to pnme subjects' feelings. ！ 
Positive affect stimulus elicits positive feelings while negative affect stimulus elicits negative 
feelings. Materials are carefully selected and are pretested by an mdependent group to 
guarantee that the stunuli used are strong enough to elicit positive or negative feelmgs, 
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Cognitive primes 
There are two types of cognitive primes: US foreign relation stories and US cnme 
stories. 
(Foreign relation): A seventeen minutes constructed news segment about US foreign 
relation with other countnes will be used as cognitive pnmes. Around six news segments, 
each lasts about 3 minutes, are taken from ATV Home and TVB Jade, Chinese Language 
channels, from August 1995 to Janua^^, 1996. Only news segments that directly or indirectly 
t 
implicated President Clmton responsibilities are selected. Experimental subjects who are 
exposed to foreign relation stories comment that these stones portray Clinton in a positive � 
light. 
Six segments are as follows: 
1. Aftermath of Sino-US summit, no agreement was made. 
I 
2. feiportance of Smo-US relation. US trade commissioner relayed Clinton's message to Jiang 
< 
Zemin, reasserting the importance of bilateral relation. , 
3. US-Korea militaty drill. ‘ 
4. US reaffirmed ils "One-China Policy" including commentary on Clinton and Jiang Zemin 
foreign relation policy. 
5. Clinton met Yeltsm. Agreement made on dispatching ground troops to Bosma. 
6. Clinton persuaded Amencans that US should play a leading role in world affairs, 
supporting Clinton's move to dispatch troops to Bosma. 
(US Crime stories): A fifteen minutes constructed newscast on US cnme stones is used to 
prime subjects' perception. Altogether, six stones on US cnmes are selected from ATV Home 
and TVB Jade, Chmese Language channels, from August 1995 to Januaiy 1996. UnlUce the 
foreign affaii^ stones in which Clmton is implicated, US cnme stories are not directly related 
to Clinton, ln this case, obvious presidential responsibility is removed. However, people may 
attribute mmpant cnme m US to Clinton's handlmg domestic crime issue. 
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Six selected segments are as follows: 
1. US Aviation centre tightened its security following the threat of an impending bomb 
attack. 
2. Train derailed in Arizona. Police suspected terrorists destroyed the railway. 
3. Gunman hijacking school bus full of deaf and numb children. The gurnnan said that the 
internal revenue department gave him too much pressure and he wanted to taUc to the 
authorities concerned. 
4 M Boston, two men went to a cafe and had a dispute. They fired indiscriminately at people 
• . 1 
I 
inside the cafe. Four people were killed. ，丨 
5. &i New York, a man tned to rob a shoe shop but failed. He fired at passers-by m the street. '| 
Six people was shot dead. This was the second incident in New York in a week. | 
6. New York Times published the articles by Unabomber. 
It is assumed that mere exposure to cognitive pnmes O^oreign relation / Crime prime) 
1 
will have an effect on subjects' ranking ofthe "most important issue facmg US” The vanable， 丨 
presidential responsibility, is embedded m Foreign relation stones，and the stones portmy 
Clinton m a positive manner. On the contrary, cnme stories carry a negative connotation but 
they are not directly linked to Clmton. to short, obvious presidential responsibility is 丨 
removed from crnne pnme cues. It is expected that subjects' evaluations of Clmton will vaiy ： 
by the nature of stones O^ature of stones; positive and negative X presidential ‘ 
responsibilities: present or absent. Local filler stones are neutral m tone. For example, 
fexnale suicide rate and smcide rate for people aged over 60 m the past ten years, Fire m 
housmg estates and pnvate blocks. Policy issue about protection for discharged employees 
when company goes bankrupt. 
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3.5 PilotTest 
An independent group of 75 people participated m the pretest. Subjects who range m 
age from 18-20, were first year students taking Mass Media and Society (COM 111). Their 
backgrounds are very similar to subjects in the experimental sessions. 
Positive and negative docmnentanes ("Crayon Sichun" and "Hong Kong Today") are 
shown to all the subjects. Discussion between subjects is not allowed. After viewmg the 
docmnentanes, they complete a questionnaire m which they wnte down how they feel about 
the documentaries. 
Another independent group of 18 people participated voluntanly m the pretest for 丨 
cognitive pmne cues. They are first and second year students from the Department of 
Anthropology and Department of JoumaUsm and Communication of the Chmese Umversity ] 
of Hong Kong. Nme people were exposed to US foreign relation news, embedded m local 
Hong Kong stones. Another group of nme people watched US cnme stones, embedded m 
local Hong Kong stones. At the end of the pilot test session, subjects were asked to complete ； 
a set of questionnaire. The first part of the questionnaire measured their fedmgs. ^ the 
second part，subjects ranked the relative importance of different issue fecmg US. 
TrBit adjectives to measure subjects' feelmgs are presented m a bipolar fashion, such as, 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 




, 1 Disgusted 
Pleased 
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Ranking questions on the importance of issue facing US : 
Please rank the importance ofthe following issues facing the US. 
a. Economy b. Foreign relation c. Medical and Health care 
d. Law and order e. Education 
As regards the positive affect prime cues, Anova revealed a significant main effect for 
affect manipulation (three items of affective measures). For the dimension of "Happysad", 
F(5,137) = 2A3,p< .06, the dimension of"Pleased-disgusr, F(5,137) = 2 ,p<.08. 
Table 6. Means ofthree dimension ofaffect for subiecte exposed to positive affect cues 
Positive cues HappyorSad Pleasedordisgusted — O p t i m i s t i c o r £ ^ s m ^ _ : 
1 2.81 J ： ^ A 1 ^ ,|: 
|| 
2 2.83 _ M ? ^ ~ ~ ~ I 
- • - ‘ ‘ • ' • • t 
. i 
_3 2.39 2.70 ? 
4 ^ 3 ^ ^ 
‘ 5 2.43 2.65 2.96 ^ ‘ 
Note There are five positive cues which are excerpted fr^apanese cartoons and ^ e n c a 
Funniest Videos. Affect score ranges from 1 to 7. The lower the affect score，the more 




Negative affect primes revealed a^^stronger main effect than positive affect 
primes. As regards "Happysad" dimension, a strong main effect was found, with F(6, 125)= 
16.4，p < .00). Anova post hoc analysis showed sigmficant difference between control group 
and all experimental groups A strong main effect was also found for the "Pleased-disgust" 
dimension, with F{6, 125) 二 9.4，p < .00. Similarly, Anova post hoc analysis showed 
significant difference between control group and all experimental groups. As reg^ds 
"Optimistic and pessimistic，，dimension, strong main effect was found, with F(6, 125) = 10.1， 
p < .00. Anova post hoc analysis revealed significant differences between control group and ” 
all experunental groups. As regards cognitive pnmes, Anova analysis showed a mam effect , ！ 
f 
for cogmtive primes, withF(2,25) = 2.8, p < .08). 
Material are selected in accordance with their effects on subjects' feelings. Affect 
manipulation is effective m puttmg subjects mto positive or negative affect. Program 
segments that are ineffective do not get included in the experiment. ‘ 
T M e 7. Means ofthrec dimension ofaffect for sub jects exposed to ne^aftve affect cues 
m^ »^i"^ «"""®^ "^**^ *^ "^ "®"**""^ ^ 
Negative cues H ^ L ^ . Pleased o r j^ggHg!£ l^^E^HHgt i£or p e s s i m i s t i c _ 
1 5.06* 494* _ _ _ _ l Z ^ 
2 _ 5 ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 ^ _ _ _ A i ^ 
. 5* 4.88* 4 ^ 
J n 
_ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ [ ^ ^ ^ 5 ; ^ _ J : 5 9 ; L _ _ - L ^ 
3 547* 4.47* i Z ^ 
6 s 价 5.06* 5.35* 
S ^ ^ ^ T ^ I ^ ; ^ l ^ t r ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ n g T o 6 ^ ^ l ^ of affect 
= = r ^ m g e s from l to 7. The higher the affect score, the more negative it is. denotes cell 
means significantly different from control subjects, (p < .05). 
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3.6 Procedure 
Two hundred and sixty-one undergraduate students ofthe Chinese University of 
Hong Kong are recruited as experimental subjects. They are randoraly assigned mto nine 
groups (each 
group with twenty-five students). Nine conditions are as follows; 
Table 8. Experimental conditions =»="— 
Groups Experimental Conditions 
!； 
^ ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ M I 
, I I 111, __••• ifi i n ~ ‘ — ^ — — ~ ^ i{ 
！； 
Experimentalgroupone ___|^2^|^^Y^^ff^^L^n4j^LI^l5^12il£n?n?—— 丨 
Expenmentalgrouptwo Jjgggt2Xg_gg^ggLgnj[j^ rel—n pnme___ 
Expenmental group three __|^2I^ig^I^l^t^-_^^rilY___ 
Expenmental group four — ^2^i^iY^_^ff^^t^n^i^nrn^^^i5^? ‘ 
Expermientalgroupfive ____jj^^t^X^^^(^^t^n^^^iTi^2^Hn^ 
^^ 2^^ j^5^ 55^ ^LS2^ _^^ l^ L__ C ^ p n m ^ y 
Expenmental group sevei^ ^2^|^lX^l^;^^SL2nll 
Expemnentalgroupeight J ^ ^ ^ X ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ l X 
Control group Affect pnme absent and cogmtive prime • 
absent 
Upon amval to the expenmental room, subjects are told that they participate m an 
experunent about young people perception of TV programs. All subjects are given one set of 
questionnaire after the experimental session. 
Questionnaires are given after the^^expenment. It includes questions addressing 
subjects' feeling;5 at that particular moment, and about subjects' perception of President 
Clinton performance, as wel'l as their support for the President. [Subjects rate President 
Clinton's performance on two dimensions: Foreign relations and Law and order. In addition, 
they rate President Clinton on a scale from 0 to 100’ indicating their approval of the 
Govemor^s overall performance, as well as their liking of President Clinton]^ At the end of 
the experiment, subjects are asked to speculate the purpose ofthe expenment. 
At the end of the expenment, even some subjects suspect what was told was 





Multivariate analysis of variances QVLWOVA) is used to delineate the effect of 
affect and cognition on subsequent evaluation of，and feelings toWards Clinton. MANOVA is 
adopted as the main tool for analysis because it exemplifies not only mean differences 
between independent vanables and dependent variables, but also is "sensitive to the direction 
and magnitude of the correlations among the dependent vanables" (Bray 8c Maxwell，1985). 
Thus, MANOVA is a more powerful test than doing separate Anova(s) which only considers 
the difference between groups on a single dependent variable. 
This paper involves the test of two independent variables and multiple dependent 
variables. Rather than lookmg at each dependent vanable m isolation, this study evaluates 
the relationship among dependent vanables for group comparison of each of the independent 
variables. Jn the latter part of the analysis, correlation and recession analyses are used to 
probe the relationship between Clinton's overall approval ratings, and ratmgs of Clinton's 
particular issue performance. 
Dependent vanables are grouped into four sets for analysis. Dependent vanables 
within each set represent certain construct. Five sets of dependent vanables are: 1. Affect and 
Feelmgs towards Clmton. 2. Agenda Settmg and knowledge pnming: rankuig of foreign 
relation and cnme issue, and knowledge of Clmton. 3. Approval of Clmton and Evaluation of 
Clinton's particular issue perfonnance. 4. Competence and Megrity perception of Clmton. 
Since the pattern of mteraction between affect and cogmtion is quite complex, both mam 
effects and interactive effects will be discussed. 
._* 
4.1 Affect and feelings towards Clinton : 69 
AfTect manipulation flHypothesis 1) 
Negative feelings towards Clinton ^Iypothesis 2，2a) 
Positive feelings towards Clinton flHypothesis 3，3a) 
Interactive effects ofaffect and cognition on affect manipulation (DV1) 
To delmeate the relationship of affect and evaluation of Clinton, multivariate 
analysis of vanance OvlANOVA) is conducted In Multivanate test of significance, WiUcs 八 
.898，p < .01. Moreover, univanate F-test reveals that affect and cogmtion mteract with each 
other and have an impact on subjects' affect. This result is in line with what is predicted m , 
‘ f 
Hypotheses 1. Mood manipulation is effective m affectmg subjects' mood, &i essence’ | 
subjects exposed to negative pnmes feel more negative and those exposed to positive prmies | 
feel happier F (4，246) 二 5.88，p < .000. However, subjects, affect does not make a difference 
m their feelmgs towards Clmton. As regards negative feelmgs towards Clmton, Umvanate F-
‘ tests showed F (4，246) 二 .81, p > .1，and positive feelings towards Clmton, F (4’ 246) 二 
.464, p > .1. Lispectmg the three rows of Table 9 shows the simple effect of affect for the 
news stones. Subjects exposed to positive affect prnne cues have more positive affect than 
sad subjects and than subjects who are exposed to negative pnme cues or to news stones I 
only. Subjects who are exposed to positive affect pnmes only are most elated (M 二 2.9)’ as 
compared to all the other groups. 
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Table 9. Mean mood score for different groups —^"^^>^p~ 
7 ^ e i g n relation Cnme No News Column total 
Story Prime 
_ 5 ^ = _ _ 4 ~ = ~ = ~ ~ = 
- _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ ~ l ~ ° 
Positive affect 3 .7�(gl ) ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ M U ^ ^ ~ ~ " ^ N 
j ^ t ^ Y ^ ^ f ^ ^ 2 ^ _ _ J _ l i : ( ^ I _ _ _ _ j ^ ^ r M U ^ ! ^ ~ ~ " ^ p 
Affect absent 4.0 %3) _ . ^ [ i : ^ r M L _ | A g l M L „ | ± l J 
Rowtotal 4.0 . — 4.3 _ ^ L M _ p ^ Y T 4 = ^ ^ ^ ; n ^ ; : ; 7 ^ 
S ^ ^ T i ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ o n i ; ： 二 = = 
! l o i ' S p p i e r one is. Anova Post-hoc analysis, * denotes ceU means sigmficantly differed from 
group 9, o denote ceU means significantly differ from group 1. (p < -05) 
As expected, subjects m the negative affect only condition are most negative across 
different conditions (M 二 4.8). Cognitive pnmes (Foreign relation and Cmne) moderates the 
effect of affective pnmes. Subjects exposed to both poskive affect and cognitive pnmes are 
� less happy ^.ositive affect and foreign relation pnme: M 二 3.7; positive affect and cnme 
pnme: M 二 3.9) than those who are exposed to positive prrnie cues only (M = 2.9). 
As shown m Table 9 and Figure 7，two way interactions between affect and 
cognition is shown. The effect of affect pmne cues on su^ects' affect changes at each of the 
levels of news stones. Post-hoc analysis reveals significant interactive effects of affect and 
cogmtive pnme cues. Cnme pnme m combmaUon with positive affect decrease subjects' 
affect score. However, when cnme pmne is considered together with negatwe affect, subjects' 
affect score is mcreased. The pattem of mteracUon is different for foreign relation pnme. 




















































































































































































Post-hoc comparisons of two means reveal that mood scores for experimental 
group 5, 6，7，and 8 are significantly different from control group (Tukey-B test p < .05). 
Mood scores ofgroup 7 are significantly different from all the other groups (Tukey-B test/7 
< .05). It shows that both positive and negative affect pnmes are effective in manipulating 
subjects' mood. Neither positive nor negative affect cues has a stronger effect on subjects， 
mood. 
Affect and cognitive main effects on affect manipulation 
MANOVA analysis reveal that cognitive primes made a difference in subjects' affect, 
with WiUc5 八.93’ p < .00. Univariate F-tests shows a cognitive main effect for subjects' 
affect, F (2，246) = 6.81, p <00. Table 9 reveals a strong cognitive main effects of affect 
manipulation. Subjects who do not watch cognitive prrnie cues have more positive affect (M 
二 3.8) than those who watch foreign relation pnme (M 二 4.0). Cnme primed subjects have 
,, most negative affect (M = 4.3). Furthermore there are significant differences across three 
conditions of affect manipulation, with WiUcs 八.76，p < .000. 
Univffliate F-tests further revealed a strong affect main effect F (2，246) = 37.66，p < 
.000. Subjects who are exposed to positive affect pnme cues feel happier (M 二 3.5 ) than 
those who are exposed to negative prrnie cues (M 二 4.6) and those who are not exposed to 
affect cues (M = 4.1). Li short, mood manipulation is effective m inducing both positive and 
negative mood ofthe subjects', and hypothesis 1 is supported. 
Cognitive main effect on negativefeelings towards Clinton (DV2) 
Univariate F-test reveals that cognitive media pnmes do not make a difference m 
subjects, feelmgs towards Clmton, with F(2, 246) 二 2.91, p > .05. Moreover，no significant 
differences was found across nme treatment conditions (p > .1). Thus, Hypothesis 2a which 
stipulates that subjects exposed to cnme pnme will feel more negative towards Clmton is 
rejected. 
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Affect prime cues do not make a difference in subjects' feelings towards 
Clinton, as shown in the row means in Table 10. There are no significant differences between 
happy and sad subjects in their feelmgs towards Clinton Q? > .05). Thus the hypothesis ¢12) 
that subjects who are exposed to negative affect prime cues will feel more negatively towards 
Clinton is rejected. Cognitive primes has an effect on subjects' feeling towards Clinton but 
affective primes do not have an effect. It suggests that subjects' feelmgs towards Clmton is 
issue dependent. Crime primed subjects have more negative feelings towards Clinton than 
other groups. ] 
Table 10. Cognitive main effect: Negative feelings towards Clinton \ 
Foreignrelation Crrnie No news story Rowmean 
prime cue ‘ 
> _ ^ ^ > _ > ^ ^ _ - _ p ^ _ ^ _ ^ > ^ = ^ = = a a B = r s = M j > a - ^ - i ^ - ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ - j 
M M M B i i ^ H e t c 3 K a 9 i a ^ n a s ^ ^ ^ ^ B n . ii 丨丨 � « M M i i |丨 i • • ‘ • ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ •！ I 
Positive affect l_S L^ L^ h l 
Negative affect M _ _ _ L ^ L^ L^ 
Affect absent 1.5 1.5 1.3 Ld 
Colunm Mean 1.5 15 |1 .4 ~ 
Note : Cell means of negative feelmgs towards Clinton for different groups Op < .05), with 
scale from 1 to 3. The higher the score, the more negative it is towards Clmton. 
Affect and cognitive main effects on positivefedings towards CUnton pV3) 
Significant differences between different conditions do not show up in univariate F-
test with F (2，246) = .34, p > .1. Neither mam effect nor mteractive effects of affect and 
cogmtive pnmes was found. The hypothesis ffB) that happy subjects feel more positively 
towards Clmton is not supported (p > .1): Moreover，subjects who are exposed to foreign 
relation pnmes do not feel more positive towards Clmton. Thus, the hypothesis ODa) which 
states that subjects who are exposed to foreign relation pnme cues will feel more positively 
towards Clinton than others is also rejected. 
4.2 Agenda Setting and Priming 73 
Foreign relation prime fTesting Hypothesis 4) 
Crime prime fTesting Hypothesis 5) 
Knowledge of Clinton CTesting Hypothesis 6) 
]n line with agenda setting hypothesis, prior exposure to either foreign relation 
stories or crime stories will influence subjects' subsequent perception of issue importance. 
Moreover, according to priming theory, pnor exposure to certam stimuli, take for an 
example, US news stones about Clmton, will have an rnipact on subjects' knowledge of the 
target person. To delmeate the relationship among affect and cognitive prmies，subjects' 
perception ofissue unportance, and subjects' knowledge oftarget person, multivanate tests of 
significance are conducted. MANOVA reveals that there are significant interaction of affect 
and cogmtion on subjects' rankmg of issue miportance and knowledge of Clinton, WiDcs -
.841，p <000. It suggests that when the three dependent vanables are considered jointly， 
‘ there are strong significant mteractions between affect and cognition. 
Interactive effects ofaffect and cognition on the ranking offordgn relation issue 
Ranking ofUSrelation with other countries (DPI) 
Umvanate F-test shows that there is significant interaction of affective and cognitive 
pnmes on the perception of the importance of US foreign relation with other countnes, F (4’ 
227) 二 2.74, p < .05. Foreign relation prnne and affect prime cues mteract with each other 
and accentuate the perceived nnportance of US relation with other countnes. Subjects 
exposed to both affective and foreign relation prrnies assign higher ranks to foreign relation 
as "most nnportant issue facing the US，’’ as compared with those exposed to both affective 
and crime primes. 
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Post hoc analysis shows that there are significant difference among groups, 
group 1 and group 2 are sigmficantly different from group 5 and 7. As Table 11 shows, 
interaction effects are present. It show that the effects ofnews stories on subjects' rankmg of 
issue importance changes at each level of affective conditions _ i t i v e , negative and absent). 
As Figure 8 and Table 11 show, m positive affect condition, only foreign relation 
prune make a difference m subjects ranking of foreign relation as the most miportant issue 
facing the US (significant differences between group 1 and 7, with p < .05). Similarly, in 
affect absent condition, neither crrnie pnme nor foreign relation prune make a significant 
difference m subjects' rankmg of foreign relation issue {p >.05). However, foreign relation m ] 
combmation with negative affect accentuate subjects' perception of the importance of foreign | 
relation issue facmg the US. There is a significant difference between subjects exposed to | 
both negative affect and foreiga relation prnne, and those exposed to negative affect and 
J ^ ^ T ^ ^ ^ L l 2 ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i l l l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ 
p ^ ^ ; ^ T i o n C n ^ ^ ^ N i news story Rowmean 
prime cue — 
^^^|^^Xi^i^^^____^LL_Mr p ^ — — l ^ f e Z L _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ 
j ^ 5 ^ ^ ^ x i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ L _ _ j i A M ^ : p i ^ — — U ^ — 
Mfectabsent _ _ _ | ^ ^ _ ~ [ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ [ 1 ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ 
t Q 2 7 2.6 
4 £ " " S r i i ^ ; i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ? ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ? ] ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ P 
fromgrour^ and 7. Scale of cell means: 1 bemg the most important, 5 bemg the least 





















































































































































Cognitive main effect offordgn relation pnmeonissueranking 
Multivariate test of significance shows that there is a significant cognitive mam 
effect for the rankmg of foreign relation issue, ranking of cnme pnme，and knowledge of 
Clinton, with Wilks 八.841，p < .000. It suggests that cognitive pnmes exert a strong effect 
when three dependent variables are evaluated together. 
Univariate F-test shows a strong mam effect of foreign relation pnme (FR) on subjects' 
rankmg of the 'xnost —ortant issue facmg the US', F (2, 227) 二 13.5, p < .000. More 
specifically, subjects m the foreign relation pnme group rank foreign relation as more 
nnportant (M = 1.9) than other groups who are not exposed to foreign relation pnme (Cmne 
pnme: M 二 2.7; Cogmtion absent: M 二 2.6). The result is m lme with the agenda settmg 
hypothesis which states that pnor exposure to news stones (le.’ foreign relation) will affect 
peoples' subsequent evaluation of issue nnportance. In short, hypothesis 4 which states that 
subjects who are exposed to foreign relaUon pnme cues w.ll percewe fore.gr. relaUon as the 
_ e unportant issue facmg the US than others who are not exposed to foreign relation pmne 
cues is supported. 
InteracHve effects for the ranking ofLaw and Order issue (DV2) 
As regards the cnme pmne, unwanate F-test shows a sigmficant two way mteraction 
between affect and cognition m rankmg the cnme issue, F (4, 227) 二 2.56, P < .05. 
Post hoc analysis reveals that there are sigmficant difference between groups. 
Sub3ccts who are exposed to negative affect only c o _ i o n (M -- 2.3) and those who received 
_ e prn,e m coxnbmat.on w.th the negative affect p n . e (M = 2.0) assign higher rank to 
crime issue than subjects in the control (M 二 2.9). 
！ 
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Figure 9 and Table 12 show that the effects of news stories for subjects ranking 
of Law and Order issue are different with different affect conditions. Jn positive affect 
condition, foreign relation and cnme prime do not make a significant difference in the 
ranking of Law and Order issue as the most important issue facing the US. However, a 
different pattern emerges in the negative affect condition. The effect of the cnme prime m 
combination with negative affect on subjects' rankmg of Law and Order issue is significantly 
different from that of negative affect considered together with foreign relation (p < -05). 
Merestingly, the effect of negative affect only condition on subjects' ranking is the 
same as that of negative affect and crime pnme condition. As compared to those who are not 
exposed to prune cues, negative affect make a difference m subjects' rankmg of issue 
importance. When affect is held constant, neither cnme prune nor foreign relation pnme 
make a difference m subjects rankmg of Law and Order issue 0^  > .05). M fact, cnme stories 
are quite negative m the sense that it conveyed the idea that US is a dangerous place. Bemg 
in a sad mood will color people subsequent evaluation of the unportance of US issues. 
Table 12. Post-hoc analysis of Mean rank for Law and Order issue as the most 
important issue facing US”. ” 
~ ^ ^ Foreignrelation Cnme No news story Row mean 
prime 
^ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ A - _ f T f ; a = = ^ j g g s a = a g g s = g g g = a = g = ^ g = * = ^ = p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ " ' 
1 
_ ^ 2 5 ^ ^ i X ^ 5 ^ ^ ^ 5 L _ _ _ _ ^ ^ ! M i _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — — 
Negative affect J l A M _ _ _ _ _ ^ g l ^ _ _ _ - ^ ： ^ — 
Affectabsent _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ _ ^ 1 ^ ： ： ： 1 ^ ^ ^ „ ] ^ ^ ： 2 > ^ „ ^ _ i ： ^ 
2 2 2 5 
LiS^^Sr^=^£ir;s^i^=ii=^^^^^^^^^^^^^^；^^^"^^^^^^ 
= p 9 ^denotes cell means different from group 5. • denotes cell m e ^ sigmficantly 















































































































































































































































I Mam effects of Crime pnme tm isrme rtmkiMg 
I MANOVA analysis rcvcab a sUong rrmn cfToct fiw aimc prime, /' (2. 227) _ lQ32^ 
� p < .000 Significant difTcioKcs mc fi*tfkl aim*^ gyi*if^ l>wt *^  踺 ^ignificani dilTcftJKX 
I b c C w c c n foreign rc(aitim pcimcd suhjccts and atmc pnmcd $uh|ccts in ihcir paocpuon of 
issue importaiKC (p < 05) As r*rdiclcJ in H\ *uhje%i5 in ihr mmc pnmcd grin^> givt 
I highest rmnking to Uw and (>rikr muc (M - 2 2) m comr«fcU wiih iKwtf m4 givcn any 
I cognitive pnmc (A/ • 2 ^) mwwr u n i c W kwcign reiatu^ pnmc .wign ihc l"wesl twnking io 
I crime mue (h1 • 2 9) ln shoct, hypoO^sis 5 which suacs ihai suhjccts who aic cxptwcd io 
1 crime pnme cuoi wi)i perccivc law nnd ofikf i w ^ as lHr rmwf imp^Miml • 窗 ( ^ m ( $ 
























Interactive effects ofaffect and cognition on knowledge about Clinton (DV3) 
Univariate F-test shows that interactive effects of affect and cognition on subjects' 
knowledge of Clmton are present, F (4，227) 二 2.89, p < .05. Subjects who are not exposed 
to US news stories have the least knowledge about Clinton. 
Table 13 and Figure 10 show that the relationship between news stones and 
knowledge ofClinton is different with different affective conditions. Affect and news primes 
internet with each other and affect subjects' knowledge about Clinton. Overall, there is 
intemctive effects of affect and cogmtion. The effect of news stones m the positive affect 
group is not significant Q^  < .05). However, a different pattem shows up m the negative affect 
condition. The effect of foreign relation pnme on subjects' knowledge score is sigmficantly 
different from that of cnme prnne and negative affect only condition (p < .05). There is no 
d,fference m knowledge about Clmton between _ e pnmed subjects and subjects exposed 
, to negative affect only condition (^ > .05). Those exposed to foreign relation and negative 
cues are most knowledgeable of Clmton (M = 1.9)，and those who are only exposed to 
negative cues receive the lowest knowledge score (M = -86). When affect is held constant, 
there is no difference between cnme pnmed subjects and foreign relation pnmed subjects m 
their knowledge score Q? > -05) 
Table 13. Knowledge scores for dififeren^onditions__ _ „ _ — =T 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ g ^ j 2 _ _ | ^ 2 ^ 2 £ ^ £ ! 2 2 ^ ! £ » » ^ 2 1 2 E S L _ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Z Z [ ^ ^ I ^ i ) _ _ _ _ _ ^ L 8 i _ ^ ^ _ _ _ | i : ^ _ i g 3 ^ — — 
; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Z Z f i ^ ^ ^ • • • • • • ^ j j A _ m _ _ ^ 5 ^ ^ _ _ — — ^ — — 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ £ = m _ ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ = [ = ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ [ = ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ 
= S ^ ^ S s " ^ i ^ i ^ l ^ i i ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ 




















































































































































































Main effects of cognitive primes on knowledge ofClinton 
MANOVA analysis shows a significant main effect of cogmtive prime cues on 
subjects' knowledge of Clinton, with F (2，227) = 439，p < .01. More specifically, students 
exposed to foreign relation prime get the highest knowledge score (M 二 1.乃，as compared 
with those exposed to crime pnme (M = 1.4), and with subjects that are not exposed to any 
cognitive primes (M 二 1.2). This is consistent with the prnnmg hypothesis that pnor 
exposure will pnme subjects' knowledge. Knowledge stored in a network m memoty. Once 
related nodes are activated by exposure to pnme cues, excitation energy will spread to 
associated nodes, henceforth made stored bifonnation more accessible to memoty. 
Watching foreign relation stones will tngger off stored matenals related to Clinton 
in peoples' memory, and hence affect subjects' knowledge about Clmton. More importantly, 
knowledge pnmmg exert a greater effect when subjects watch stones m which presidential 
• responsibility is directly implicated, such as foreigti relation. On the contrary, when Clmton's 
role is not directly miplicated in the news stones，such as cnme issues，the effect of 
knowledge priming is not significant. 
In short, both mam effects and interactive effects of affect and cogmtion on subjects' 
knowledge about Clmton are found. These fmdmgs are m lme with what H6 has predicted. 
I 
I � _ 
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3. The effect of affect and cognition on approval of Clinton and evaluation of Clinton's 
particular issue performance : Testing hypothesis 7，7a，8,9，10，10a 
Approval ofClinton (DY1) 
Perception of success in foreign relation 0>V2) 
Perception of success in combating crime 0)V3) 
Interactive effects and main effects ofaffect and cognition on approval ofClinton (DVI) 
I ’ 
I Multivariate tests of significance reveal that predicted mteractive effects of affect and 
I cognition fail to show up m subjects' overall approval ratings of Clmton and perception of 
success in particular issue domam (foreign relation and cnme issue)，with WiUcs 八.954，p > 
.1. Happy subjects and sad subjects evaluate Clmton m the same manner, as shown m the 
overall approval ratmgs, with F (4，248) = 1.13，p > 丄 Smulady，affect mam effects are 
absent for subjects' approval ratmg of Clmton, with F (2，249) = .247’ p > 丄 Thus, H7 
which states that subjects who are exposed to positive affect pnme cues will assign higher 
overall performance ratmg3 to Clmton than others who are not exposed to positive affect 
prime cues is rejected. 
Moreover, the prediction OI7a) which states that subjects exposed to foreign relation 
pnme cue will assign Mgher overall perfonnance raUng to Clmton than that of those exposed 
to crime prime cue is also rejected. 
Intera^ve and main effects ofaffect and cogniHon on perception of^ccess in foreign 
relation ff)V2) 
Univanate F-test shows mteractive effects of affect and cogmtion is absent for 
subjects’ perception ofhow well Clmton is handHng foreign relation, F (4, 248) = .75, P > 丄 
Snmlarly, sigruficant differences do not show up among cogmUve pnmed groups m their 
^ tmg . ofhow successM Clmton is dealmg with foreiga nation, F (2’ 248) = 2.49, P > 丄 
S u b _ who are exposed to foreign relation pnme cues do not feel more satisfied at 
C l - n , s handlmg f o r — relation. Thus, hypothesis 8 is rejected. 
^ mi 
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1 Main effect of cognitive prime on perception of success in combating cnme 
I (DV3) 
I MANOVA reveals that cognitive main effect is significant for subjects' perception 
i 
I of how successful Clinton is m combating cnme, with Wilks 八.93，p < .00. As predicted m 
三 Hypothesis 9, there is a strong cognitive mam effect, F (2，248) - 6.16 p < .00 of subjects' 
perception of Clinton's handling the cnme issue. More specifically, subjects exposed to 
I crime prime evaluate Clmton performance as less satisfactory (M 二 2) than either those 
： exposed to foreign relation pnme (M 二 2.2) or those not exposed to any cognitive prune at all 
^ (M = 23). Those exposed to cnme pnme, across different affective condition, evaluate 
Clinton's perfonnance of fightmg crnne as less satisfactory than all the other groups. Thus, 
: H9 is supported. Except for the mam effect of cogmtion，differences among expenmental 
groups are not observed (p > . 1). 
Weight of particular issue performance on overall ratings of Clinton O^ypothesis 10 
and lOa) 
Accordmg to the pnmmg hypothesis, subjects' evaluation of presidential 
perfonnance m part.cular issue domain wUl afTect subjects' overall evaluation of the 
president. In essence, subjects’ overall evaluaUon of the pres.dent is dependent pnmanly on 
How well the president is domg m fore.gn relaUon (for subjects' pnmed with US foreign 
.elaUon stones prev.ously). In shor, subejcts . “assign greater weight” to foreign relation 
,ssuewhenevaluatmgpresidenUaloverall perfonnanceayengarandKmder, 1991). 
In lme with past researchers, it is expected that subjects who are exposed to foreign 
,elaUon pnmes wUl ass.gn greater weight to fore.gn relation when they evaluate the overall 
perfonnance of pres.dent CUnton 邸 0 ) . SMarly, subjects who are exposed to cnme pmne 
wm ass.gr. greater weight to law and order issue when they evaluate the overall _ o n n a n c e 
ofpresident CUnton ^ I _ . R e g r e _ analys.s is used to test the _ t h e s e s . 
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Table 14 shows that subjects who are exposed to both foreign relation and 
affect primes assign greater weight to foreign relation issue when they evaluate the overall 
performance of Clinton {p < .05). Out of our expectation, for overall approval of Clinton, 
opinions on Clinton's handling foreign nation is more important for subjects exposed to both 
crime prime (j) < .05) and afffect prime (p < .05), as well as those exposed to positive or 
negative affect cues (p < .05). Thus, hypothesis 11 which states that subjects' overall 
approval ratings of Clinton is dependent on previous exposure to foreign relation prime is 
supported. 
These fmdings suggest both foreign relation pnmed and crime pnmed subjects will 
accord greater weight to foreign relation issue when they evaluate the overall performance of 
Clinton. Perhaps previous exposure to crime prime serves as an anchor, which predispose 
subjects to evaluate Clinton's performance m dealing with foreign nation in a better manner. 
As shown in this study, cnme pnmed subjects are less satisfied at Clinton's performance in 
handling the crime issue 轉 Cnme pnme cany a negative connotation of US, and subjects 
might attribute rampant cnme in US to the way Clmton handles the crime issue. This bias 
assoiciation affect subjects’ perception of how well Clmton is combatmg cnme. Previous 
research has documented this phenonmenon (Philppot et al. 1991). Contrast effects occurred 
when the concepts primed did not match with target objects evaluations. Jn this case, the 
pnmed concepts would be used as a yardstick m evaluating target objects OPhilppot et al. 
1991). 
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Table 14 Regression analysis: foreign relation issue .___ _ ^ 
Experimental Non primed Primed Differences Significance 
condition condition condition _ ^ d | ^ r e n c ^ J 
_2 m Ul^  U? _^ 
2 _m ^ -2^ __i5^ 
_3_ ^ .23 ‘ .15 U^  J 
4 _m , ^ 3 5 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ : ^ 
_5 ^ ^ l _ _ _ _ _ ^ M _ _ _ ~ ~ ~ j ^ ^ ? 
6 [_08 . ^ ^ : ^ . ^ 
7 .08 ^ L 2 8 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - ^ 
7 ZE^ J^=m^ ~J=^ 2—J^ ^^ "==~^  
^ I 
Note : *** denotes p < .00 
, ** denotes p < .05 
* denotesp< .1 
Entries are beta coefficient 
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As predicted m HlOa, subjects who are exposed to positive affect and cnme 
prime, and subjects exposed to cnme pnme only assigned greater weight to law and order 
issue when they evaluate the overall performance of Clinton (p < -05). Moreover’ among 
subjects m the positive affect only and negative affect only conditions, there is an mcreased 
importance of subjects' opmions on law and order issue on their approval ratmgs of Clinton. 
Table 15 Regression analysis: Law and order issue 
Experimental Non primed Primed Differences Significance 
^roup condition condition ^^tjjggESSH> 
j _ .03 .l_5 U l _ _ ^ . 
^^ ^^ ]^]^ ]]^ ^^ 5^ II__J_L_______|^ ?! ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ] ^ ] ^ ^ ^ I [ ^ 2 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ [ ^ ? ? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ] ^ i ? p 
^^ ^^ ]^ ]^^ ]^ ]^^ p^^ zzzf^ i^_~4^ 5^  [ ^ — 
yzzzzj^ u? ^ J^—— 
‘ZZZZ^ZZZJi^^ U p — -
ZZZZ^ZZZfiL~~^]^^ p——"• 
"^~^  u r^ —__Ui_——L^ ~^""^  
Kote : *** denotes p < -00 
** denotes p < .05 
* denotes p < .1 
Entnes are beta coefficient 
\ : 
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4.5 Competence and integrity perception of Clinton : 
Competence perception ^Iypothesis 11) 
Litegrity perception ^Hypothesis l la ) 
Interactive and main effects of affect and cognition 
There are two levels of evaluations of Clmton : competence perception and mtegrity 
perception. It is assumed that subjects feelmgs QYl) and pnor exposure to cognitive prrnies 
gV2) will bias their subsequent evaluation of Clinton p V ) . 
However, interaction effects of affect and cognition are absent in the perception of 
Clinton. As regards competence perception ff)V2), F (4，246) = .508，p > 1 - The same is true 
for mtegQty perception ff)V3), where F (4, 246) = .731, p > 丄 Thus, hypothesis 11 is 
rejected : Subjects m the positive affect groups would evaluate Clmton as more competent 
than those m the negative affect pnmes. Similarly, hypothesis 1 la is also rejected : Subjects 
m the positive affect group will perceive Clmton as a man of mtegnty than others who are 
not exposed to positive primes. 
Sunilarly, affect pnme cues do not make a difference in subjects' perception of 
Clmton. As regards competence perception, F (2，246) 二 1.62’ p > .1’ and perception of 
mtegrity，F (2, 246) = .182, p > .1. Neither mam effect nor mteractive effects of affect and 
cognition show up for competence and mtegaty perception of Clmton. Moreover, cognitive 
mam effect is absent for the evaluations of Clmton. As regards competence perception, F (2， 




Table 16. Summary of results 
Hypotheses Supportedor rejected 
Hypothesis 1 Supported^ ZZZZl ~" 
Hypothesis 2 Rejected — 
Hvpothesis2a Rejected — 
Hypothesis 3 LMggjed — 
Hypothesis 3a ：___Rejectcd^ _ _ " 
Hypothesis 4 1 ^ ^ 2 2 2 ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ 
Hypothesis 5 Supported—— 
Hypothesis 6 5 ^ ^ P ^ 
Hypothesis 7 - ¾ ^ ^ -
Hypothesis7a ^ ^ i ^ —— 
Hypothesis 8 . _ _ ^ ^ 
- ^ ^ ^ E H Z Z Z I Z Z I I I Z ^ m ^ ^ —— 
- ^ ^ J o Z Z Z Z : Z Z Z Z Z Z ^ w ^ ^^^ZZZIZZZZZ]f^ ^^^^ — 
^^^^^^^^=^^^^^^^^^^SS""TI:^ ^3Z:Z:: 
Hvpothesis 1 la . ^ _ _ _ _ i = ^ ! S £ _ _ _ _ ~ = ~ ~ ~ 
Table 16 sumxnanzed the results of hypothesis testmg. Affect manipulation is 
effective m mduc.ng sub,ects' . o o d dunng e x p e ^ t a l sess ions .彻 strength of positive 
and neg,twe affect pmne on subjects，xnood is the same. However, neither does posiUve 
affect nor negative affect n.ake a difference m subjects' feelmgs towards Clmton. 
P r e v _ exposure to cognMve pnxnes (foreign relaUon stones and c _ stones) 
.ccentuate subjects’ subsequent evaluation of issue 呻 0 汁 狐 In addMon, expos.e to 
eogmUve pnmes 3ncreases subjects knowledge of CUnton. However, neither does affect nor 
_ t i v e pm.es • a 碰 _ _ the overall approval ra.ngs ofPresident CHnton. I W 
- w a t c h f o r . g . r e l a U o n ， d o not feel 等 sa .s .ed at Cl.ton's W H n g of foreign 
nation. On the contrary, exposure to 抓 p ^ Has s # c t s ’ evaluet.on of how well 
Clmton is fightmg crnne m a negative manner. 
•-• 
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Both affect and cognitive primes do not make a difference in subjects perception 
of competence and integrity of Clinton. There is no significant difference between happy and 
sad subjects in their overall approval ratings of Clinton. Neither does foreign relation nor 
crime prime make a difference in subjects' overall approval rating of Clinton. However, 
exposure to crime prime has an effect on subjects' evaluation of Clinton's handling the cnme 
issue. More specifically, subjects exposed to crime prune feel significantly less satisfied at 
Clinton's handling the crrnie issue than subjects not exposed to crime pnme. 
Jn lme with the primmg hypothesis, subjects' overall approval of the president is 
dependent upon their opmions on how well the president is domg m particular issue domam, 
for example, foreign relation issue and law and order issue. Subjects primed with foreign 
relation cues assign greater weight to foreign relation issue when they evaluate presidential 
overall perfonnance. The same is true for subejcts exposed to crrnie stones. 
. M keepmg with the agenda settmg hypothesis, results show that previous exposure to 
both foreign relation and cmne news stones will accentuate subjects' percepUon of the 
^portance of vanous issues facmg US. Subjects exposed to foreign relation stones wiH 
assign higher rank to “US relation with other countnes”’ and those exposed to US cnme 
stones assign higher rank to "Law and Order issue” 
M e — v e effects show up m subjects' rankmg of foreign relaUon issue but affect 
mam effect is absent. Nonetheless, both positive and negative affect 一 a difference m 
sub3ects' rankmg of issue n n p o r t _ . M positive affect cond.t.on, foreign relaUon pnme 
• a difference in sub,ects' p e r c e _ n of the _or tance of foreign relation issue. 
S^narly m negaUve affect condmon, s u b _ exposed to foreign relaUon p n - ass.gned 




More specifically, there is a significant difference between subjects exposed to both 
foreign relation and negative affect prime, and those who are only exposed to negative affect 
cues and subjects exposed to both crime prime and negative affect cues. When affect is held 
constant, neither does crime nor foreign relation prime make a difference m subjects' ranking 
of foreign relation issue. 
A similar pattern emerges in subjects' ranking of Law and Order issue. Meractive 
effects is present, yet affect mam effect is absent. Upon close examination, the pattern of 
interaction goes like this : m positive affect condition, crime and foreign relation prune do 
not make a difference in subjects' perceived importance of Law and Order issue. 
Nonetheless, the effect of cnme prime is manifested in negative affect condition. There is a 
significant difference m issue ranking between subjects who watched both negative affect 
, and cmne prrnie, and subjects who are exposed to negative affect and foreign relation pnme. 
Moreover, subjects m the negative-affect-only condition considered Law and Order as the 
more nnportant issue facmg US than subjects exposed to both foreign relation and negative 
cues. Furthennore, subjects exposed to negaUve affect and cnme pnmes and subjects who are 
only exposed to _ e prm.es are significantly different from control subjects m the rankmg 
of Law and Order issue. In short，positive affect suppress the effect of _ e pmne on 
subjects，percepUon of issue nnportance. Nevertheless, the effect of crnne pnme is apparent 
in negative affect condition. 
Kegat.ve affect also xnakes a difference m pnnnng subjects，knowledge about 
Cl . ton Mteracuve effects are present. In pos.twe affect condition, no s.gmf.cant c M _ c c 
,3 found between crnne prune and fore.g. rela.on prnned sub,ects. H o w , m negaUve 
affect condidon^ those who watched foreign relation stones are . o r e knowledgeable about 
CUnton than others who are exposed to c n , e pnrne, and than others who . e only exposed to 
negative affect cues (p < 05). •< 
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These results suggest that previous exposure to news stones prnne peoples, 
knowledge on a target person. Pnmmg peoples，knowledge is established by researchers. 
McCombs and Wanta (1991) found that subjects who were exposed to Dukakis stones 
obtamed higher knowledge scores on Dukakis than those who were not exposed to Dukakis 
pnme. The authors suggested that pnor exposure actwated sen^antically related mfonnaUon 
in the network. 
This study reveals that two vanables are important d e t _ n a n t m knowledge prmung 
.presidential responsMiUes and negaUve affect. Knowledge pnxnmg is found to be effective 
_ n g subjects who are exposed to foreign relat.on stones m which Clmton's role is d.ectly 
^pUcated. m keepmg with - fmdmg, Iyengar and Kmder (1987) found that pnnung effect 
郷 reduced when presidential responsMmes are d i s _ t e d . The nnpact of news stones 
pnn.es .s revealed mostly under negaUve affect condmon. In positive affect cond.Uon, the 
d.fference between _ e p n . e and foreign relation pnn,ed subjects is not _ f i c a n t 
m knowledge p « sub3ects who are exposed to negatwe affect and f g n 
.elat.onare.ostlo.owledgeableaboutCU^^^^ 
be used to . terp.et tMs f _ g . m sp.ead.g — o n theo^ (Qu^Ua. 1 9 6 2 ) — 
.H,eh are closely assoc.ted w.h the concepts a C v . e d are more readUy a _ b l e 瓜 
m _ ^ a . — that 抓 loosely connected - the — concepts. Perhaps 
pos..ve and nega.ve _ d .a. e a d.ference m se.an.c P « 仏 _ ^ 抓 ^ -
posmve . ood , negative . o o d .nduces a . o . e thorough and anlayt.al P « . The 鎮 : 
^ . o u g h the — o n s e . c , the ^ e — . e r e _ v e d . 0 . _ y ^ d 
henceforth people are xnore knowledgeable about the target person. 
The role of negaUve affect m pnnung is not thoroughly -es t .gated by past 
, e s e . c h e . . M o s t . e s e . c h . ^ 
— e n d nesa.ve affec.ve p n _ , Erber ( 溯 ) f o u n d . t n e — affect e x e - a 
_ n s e r _ c t on s # c t s , j ^ e n t of a m _ o u s — . tha. Positive affect. In sho., 
_ - _ h — _ d s m — ^ ^ 
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materials in memory. Future research should focus more on the role of negative attect m 
peoples' perception. It should be noted that the present study is just exploratory and 
attempts to shed lights on the addictive effects of affective and cognitive pnmes on people's 
cognition. It suffers from the problem mherent ui every expermiental design—artificiality. 
Both affective and cognitive pnmes were constructed so as to pnme subjects' feelings, theu* 
perception of issue unportance, and theu" knowledge of Clmton. Subjects might respond m a 
socially desirable manner in the experimental settings. 
As shown m this study, negative affect makes a difference m issue ranking and 
knowledge pnmmg. The applied miplications for advertising research will be the role of 
audience affect on message reception. M desigmng advertising messages, it is important not 
to arouse peoples' negative feelmgs orelse mtended messages carmot get across. When 
people are depressed, they are more cntical to others' mistakes. As shown m past research, 
. unhappy people tend to engage m a deeper level of semantic processmg. But happy people 
have a broader cogmtive context and tend to rate familiar objects m a more positive manner 
gsenetal. 1982). 
M lme with past researches and present fmdmgs, advertising messages should aim at 
puttmg audience mto positive mood. But what makes people happy? Perhaps advextismg 
,esearchers should look mto Maslow's hierarchy of needs to get some idea m desigmng 
customer-oriented messages. 
M suxn, this study sheds Ught on the mteraction of affect pnme cues and cogmtive 
pnxnes cues on subsequent evaluation of poUUcal leaders. Mere exposure to news stones 
pnxnes is not suffiaent for affectmg peoples’ perception of issue nnportance (Agenda 
settmg) and pnmmg peoples' knowledge of Clmton (Knowledge pnmmg). The effect of 
knowledge prmnng .s revealed when the subjects are slightly depressed whUe watchmg news 
Stones m which the role ofthe president is directly impHcated. 
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Appendix 1 
Questionnaire for pretest 
(1) Please write down how you feel about the fikn excerpts 
� On a scale from 1 to 1, please circle the correspondmg number that best represents 1 ^ 
Feelings Now 
,•* 
a.happy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 sad 
b.pleased 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 disgusted 
.‘• . 7 3 4 5 6 7 pessknistic 




Questionnaire for Experiment 
Thank you for participatmg m this study. This study is a part of the commumcaUon research 
project； which aims at understandmg the perception of young people onditterent i v 
programs. Relevant questions on your evaluation of TV programs and political figures willbe 
M Your opmion on TV pro^ams is extremely valuable m helpmg us to understand what 
young people thmk about TV programs. Before you begin, there are several thmgs you 
should know. 
First, your participation is not mandatory. Whether or not you choose to complete this 
questiLaire will have no bearmg on your status m this class. However, we encourage you to 
participate. Others have foimd the task to be mterestmg and enlightening. 
Second, don't put your name or other identification on the questionnaire. While your 
responses are extremely miportant, we don't need to know who you are. 
TMrd, work at a comfortable pace and don't dwell on any one respome ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
has shown that your mitial response is usually your best response. Keep m mmd ^ t this is 
S T ^ 2 o L . ^ n s there are no nght or wrong answers. Your responses shoxJd be based 
T i S l T y o u feel and not on how you tMnk others would expect you to respond 
‘ Remember, this is being done anonymously, so respond as openly as you can. 
The average tnne to complete this questionnan-e is 15 nunutes. Once you have fmished, give 
the questionnaire to your instructor. 





1. On a scale from 1 to 7，please circle the correspondmg number that best represents 
Vftur Feelings Now 
1 1 9 ^ 4 5 6 7 sad 
a. happy i ^ ^ 
1 j 1 o 1 4 5 6 7 disgusted 
b. pleased 1 2 3 ^ ) 
. 4 5 6 7 pessunistic 
c. optmiistic 1 么 ^ 
The following questions are based on what you just saw To respond plea^ phicc 油 
5 ' ^ Z Z L the left of the choice that best represents your feehngs. 
2. T h n t o g about the stones you just saw，if you had seen them m a newscast would you 
‘ have: 
chosen to see all ofthem 
""" see at least one of them 
see none of them 





4 Based on the « o n in these news 如 打 = = = = ^ ^ ； ^ ^ ^ : ^ ： ^ ^ 
effort to get credible sources for these strones，or merely chose sour 
quotes to offer? 
Reporter made effort to get credible sources 
Reporter chose sources with interestmg quotes 
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5 Based on the news stone, you have just se^n, please mdimtc whether the following 
statemcnU are tnie or false. lf you art not sure, check “I ncfrtam”. 
Truc l-alsc Uncertain 
a. A fire broke out in Tucn Mun. — 
one people was killed and 
several others were wounded 
b. Thcrc is an incrcasc of t'cmalc suicidc rale — — — 
in Hong Kong for lhc pasl 10 ycars 
c. US protest ovcr China,s arms salc lo — 
h^q and Cuba. 
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SECTION TWO 
This part ofthe questionnaire is designed to leam more about your current interest in 
the political affairs ofthe United States. 
6. Shown below is a list of issues that are facmg the Umted States of Amenca today. How 
important do you think each is? 
Please rankthe issues from 1 to 5，with 1 being the most important 
Economy 
US Relations with Other Countries 
Medical and Health care 
Law and Order 
Education 
The following scale is designed to leam more about how y o u 【 = ： 二 = : = 
the United States，Bill Clinton. To respond, please place an “X on the hne that best 
represnts your feelings. 
7. Has President Bill Clmton，because ofthe kind ofperson he is or because ofsomethmg 
he has done, ever made you : 
Never Sometimes Often 
feel happy about Clinton 
feel angry of Clinton ~ ~ 
sympathetic towards Clmton 
feel uneasy about Clinton 
feel disgusted at Clinton ‘ 
feel afraid ofClinton ___—— — 
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hi the next three questions we would like you to report your opinion about President 
Bill Clinton. 
8. Please state your approval of President Clinton's overall performance on a scale from 0 
to 100. 0 being the lowest and 100 being the highest. 
Points. 
9. M your opmion, how successful do you think Bill Clmton is as president m fighting 




not so successful 
not successful at all 
10. In your opinion, how successful do you thmk Bill Clmton is as president m dealing 




not so successful 
not successful at all 
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11. On a scale &om 1 to 7, please circle the numbers that best represent your perceptions of 
US President Clinton. 
inspiring I 2 3 4 5 6 7 uninspinng 
mtelligent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 dull 
strongleader 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 weakleader 
knowledgeable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ignorant 
goodpolitician 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 badpolitician 
manofmtegnty 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 lacksmtegnty 
honest 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 dishonest 
reHable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unrealiable 
digmfied 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 undigmfied 
12. Please wnte down as much as you know about President Clmton m the space provided. 
To which party does President Clinton belong? 
What is President Clinton's wife frrst name? 
When was President Clinton elected president? 
Fmally, we'd l t o to ask a couple of questions about yourself. Please remember that your answers 
will remain confidential. 
13. Are you: 
1 Male 
2 Female 
14. How manyjoumalism classes have you had, mcludmg the ones you're takmg now? 
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